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Project: A Must For Memphis
The citi4ens of Memphis lines specifically
must not allow any further project should not
delay in the construction of the in a totally?' black
Frayser Turnkey Project. The Chandler later sug
Frayser site is the most feces- project be located
able location for the project.
Park, an area
The eity-council's drive to isolated from the
abolish qr relocate the project city by Interstate 40.
is headed by Wyeth• Chandler, a self-professed
widely-kriowit ,for his racist black people, is e
and bigoted views. Last week come up with m
Chandler suggested that the suggestions on the
project be constructed in the the Turnkey Proje
Beale

The City Council carries the set Memphis back 20 more
in this struggle against the
years.
poo., the effect on Memphis burden of Memphis' welfare
ton to the project are quick,
TO FRAYSER RESINOTE
be devistating. Memphis
will
an its shoulders. Council mem- DENTS:
to deny that their objections!
ristoward
is slowly moving
are racial. But it is known
harmony, and cannot bers must vote responaibily on We at the Tri-State Defender
e:ill
White
a
strong
is
Frayser
that
afford to "slap the poor in the Turnkey Project. Certain- wonder if people who purCitizens Council and Klan
mindedness can chased 90,000 homes in Frayface" when focus is upon ly narrow
the
an
from
attempting to make the Turn- against this prejec
stronghold.
g the lot of the pour. hinder progress in Memphis ser paid cash for them, or
improvin
would
viikw
of
point
football.
objective
Memphis ca a little afford key Project a political
Memphis cannot afford emborrow from the
not stand up in an court.
the loss of federal monies for At the expense of the psor.
loose other did they too
t over another racial Memphis ptands to
ent If they
bracemen
Governm
have
resident4
Frayser
Federal
the
The
weeks
few
past
Snobents
the
For
future housing developm
Turnkey project funds for improvement.
are
the
they
and
en
issue,
to
bigoth
bE
s
t
themselve
,
borrowed
under
shown
considering the enormous num- City Council has had
is outdated, antiquated
for
bery
need
The
a
issue.
own
to
racial
desire
a
acis
aware of the
ber of sub-standard housing consideration the F rayser ed and racist in intent and
Memphis has been and is no longer in good taste. decent home.
in
housing
purpose
tion.
The
Turnkey project.
in existence here.
Rejecting such a project will
apparent for many years.
The city hall politicians are of the Frayser residents fight If the Frayser residents win

Stabbing Death
Orphans 8 Kids
The rePHILADELPHIA
ation of a new nation, "free,
,seperate, indepe4ent," • .for
black people war, adopted,as
an official recomniendation, by
one workshop of the TtuYd National Conferencet on BlIaA
•
Power.

Hare, oho wa
from the Hower.
sociology depart
of: his militagt vie
that "who% pblack
It is ,to etpp vio
black people:"

Peters said
Earenga of th
slack Panthers
Jones, the poet an
attended the co
with ,such moder
York city poli
Arthur Hill, Andr
man of 'the Phil
ban League and
Davis.
White reporters had been
Listed as pres
barred from all other newa
"government" wa
and
es
of
activities
conferenc
Williams, who
the four-day black pciwer meetna in 1966 aft
ing which ended Sunday.
ment sought hi
editor
city
of
the
Art Peters,
charges. William
semi-weekly Philadelphia ' Triof the Revol '
bune who, with other Negro
Movement RAM
Newsmen, was allowed to atN egr
oriented
tend one workshop and briefgroup.
ings, said the more than
Henry (Brothe
plans
delegates formulated
said h'
attorney,
"airned at achieving an indethe only "viable
pendent black nation within
because "the te
the United States"
of non-violence
Peters said Dr Nathan Hare, white majority
the conference chairman, told pot want')to cha
the assembled delegates titht quo and cannot •
black people were opposed to so by the black
Henry Said c
violence but would no longer
allow themselves to be "mon- separate governm
grelized, brutalized, patricized was an "Ahern
tinued racial viol
and ostracized."

The idea. submitted .t.d
workshop on blaijk indelmadence, was annauneed to newsmen at a news conference id a
hotel called by Milton R. Henry
Pontiac, Mich., first vice president of the Republic of New
Africa, founded this year at a
meeting in Detroit.
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faced
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'a house after moving in with
her brood after claiming she
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made
Mrs. Ingram
; news again this week, perhaps
.1.for the last time.
She was stabbed to death
early Saturday morning in a
house at 1684 Orr st.
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"Rai AFRO-AMERICAN"
— Ines Marsha Chandler,
a 11le graduate of Hamilton High School, was'named "Miss Afro-American"
In a coolest sponsored by
Alpha Upsilon chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.,

and is flanked here by the
two alternates in the affair
held last Thursday night at
Club Rosewood. At left is
Miss Regina Bennett, a senior at Northside High
School, and at right Miss
Hester Johnson, a Carver

High School senior. Miss
Gladys Harvey, president
of Alpha Upsilon, said the
affair will become an annual affair of the chapter.
(Withers Photo)

Musicians To Sponsor
Program For A Singer

With James I. Taylor

Neighbors heard Mrs. In-,
gram calling for help, but
attorney, services of the same political
when Fred Dowdy, of 1686 Orr,
was
it
aid,
her
organizations he used to topple
to
went
finally
Geqrge If. Brown, Jr., of
veteran politician A. W. Willis
tod late. Mrs. Ingram had
Wellington st., v.ill be from his seat, Mr. Brown
1110
been stabbed in the ri
her • assailant a candidate for state repre- has the "blessings" of no orbreast, and
on ganization at the time he
sentative from District 5,
had fled.
5, and wiR oppose James qualified for the race.
Nov.
When she was carried to I. Taylor, a real estate borker
A native of Memphis, Atty.
John Gaston Hospital, whe and Democrat.
Brown was graduated from
was pronounced dead on arMr. Taylor, who was a candi- Booker T. Washington High
rival.
date for the City Council in School in 1956, and received
The case was solved some 1967, defeated State Repre- his bachelor of science degree
14 hours later when Robert sentative A. W. Willis in the from Florida AWL University
L. Ingram, 45, who listed August primary. Mr. Willis
his address as 1684 Orr, but became the first Negro since
who had managed to remain Recongtruction to serve in the He taught at Carver High
in the background when his Tennessee State Legislature School before entering the
wife was facing a housing when he was elected to the U.S. Army in 1961, and was
problem a few weeks ago. office in 1964. He was then discharged in 1964 as a first
walked into the Police station an at-large candidate, and he lieutenant. He is presently a
the Army Reserve.
and surrendered.
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CANDIDATE AND FAMILY — Atty. George 0.
Brown, Jr., candidate for
State Representative from
District 5, is seen here with
Mrs. Brown and their two
children, Lanrita, five, and

George Ill, two-and-a-half.
As an Independent, he will
face Democrat J a in as
Taylor noon Nov. 5 for the
seat to be vacated by Atty.
A.W. Willis. Jr.
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Humphrey Considering Job Program For US
WASHINGTON — More de- they are high echool dropoutiabuikl bridges, or do anything erasing aid him in becoming sented it to the Pittsburgh
parting for the Democratic
, or not or whether or not they else which raw troops must be a member of the AFL-CIO Op. Mayor's commission on HumNational Convention in Chicato operate taught to do in an emergency crating Engineers Union in full an Resources which handles
go at which he was nominated have police records,
heavy equipment, such as bullthe city's poverty program.
as the party's candidate for
status.
dozers, pile 'd river s, steam such as war.
Smith proposed that black
President of the nation, Vice cranes and shovels and other
Smith served in the Armed, He lot a job but only after youths be trained on the jobs,
President Hubert Humphrey crafts skills
took time out of his busy schedServices as an operator of he stalked the Chief CoMMLY with. a guarantee of future emule to indicate that he feels a Smith is aided by an assistant Heavy construction equipment Commissioner at his office and pioyment and union membernew program being tried in the director, also black, James ander emergency program ov- then at his home day after ship and at about half-pay
while learning.
crafts
union
apprenticeship "Swampman" Williams, who is erseas during the Korean Con- day.
field, in which black men run 23, and was discharged from flict
Smith said be then found that A threatened work stoppage
the program, may be a good the Armed Services as a veterhe was just about the only by black construciton laborers
an
of
the
Vietnam
fighting
last
way for the nation's many
With five certificates of ex- Negro being hired in the bet- at every site in Pittsburgh just
cities to bring sound economics year. "Swampman" was once cellence from the Armed Serv- ter-paying "crafts
union" posit- two days before Dr. Martin Luto bear on the goal of racial very disgruntled that he could ices for operation of various ions.
ther King Jr was assassinated
not perform the same skills in pieces of heavy machinery
was being plotted unknowingly
parity and domestic peace.
civiliam life as he did in the under his belt when he left the Smith figured more
Negroes to Smith by a group with which
The program being tried as Armed Services.
US. Army and returned to the should be trained like the James "Swampman" Williams
an experiment of the U.S. DeStates,
S m ith immediately Armed Services do it, so he was associated. Williams, an
partment of Labor is known as "Operation Dig" teaches NegGov- wrote up a proposal and pre- Armed Services heavy equip"Operation Dig" and operates ro youths to operate equipment demanded that the U.S.
in Pittsburgh with Nate Smith, and perform crafts union skills
a black former boxer and prod- in exactly the same manner
uct of the slums, acting as di- that the U.S. Armed Services
'does in teaching troops to operrector.
It teaches black youths with ate heavy construction equipment, or to operate radar,
mechanical aptitude, whether

meat operator, had been breed
to take a job as construction laborer in civilian life because he
was Mack
The work stoppage tbreat
caused the Mayor to send for
Dave Epperson. black director
of the MOHR and the poverty
program. Epperson, in turn,
called in Nate Smith, the county's only Negro heavy equipment operator, whose proposal
for training black youths Epperson had seen.
Smith and Epperson explained in detail their proposal for
"Operation Dig." Under it, 40
black trainees would be put on
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Smith said he countered arguments that white tutors should
be used by revealing that he
had personally taught the white
onion examiner his skills when
both were in the Armed Services.
Under "Operation Dig," the
government, the employer, the
union and the trainee, all become partners in the training
program, which has been extended to the Pile Drivers Union, the Carpenters and the
truck drivers in Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh's black militants,
the Vice President was told,
have seen that copies of the
original proposal have been
forwarded to such black coinheavy equipment, without any
regard for previous police records.
They are now being paid
22.20 per hour to earn and at
the end of a year will become
full operators, with a guaranteed job and under union ausnices.
jobs and tutored to operate

ANNIVERSARY
The Store That Is DIFFERENT
IMPORTED
Lamps And Fine Decorator
Pieces From All Over The
World *
COME IN AND LOOK OVER
OUR COMPLETE SELECTION
EASY TERMS ARRANGED
BANK FINANCING AVAILABLE

Vice President Humphrey
sent his son to Pittsburgh to
look at the program a few
weeks ago. He returned to his
father, the Vice President, with
a glowing enthusiasm for the
program.
Smith told Vice President
Humphrey: "This program is
more realistic than any welfare
program the country has in operation. It puts the man into
trstietng and pays him decent
money while he's learning, ao
he can stay in the program and
concentrate on what he's supposed to be learning.
-It also shows him how mi.o'h
more money or reward there
will be for his honest labor al.
ter he completes the- COUTse "

GREAT
SCOTCH!

By BOB HUNTER
One writer for Newsweek the room. This, he said, hapThe police took the insults
moo Defender Staff Water)
and
the
bricks
and
never
magazine
once
told me that when pened to several other guest
It was about 3 p.m. last
Wednesday, nomination day, raised a night-stick for the he went to his room on the on the floor.
when I arrived at the Conrad purpose of clubbing someone fifth floor of the hotel, about
At any rate, I remained at
eight young people who were the Conrad
Hilton
Hotel. Democratic on the head.
Hilton until 2 a.m.
Thni
was
at 3 p.m. mind part of the vippie continhead
National C o nvention
Thursday
morning,
and Michno one has seen fit to gent rushed inside the door igan
quarters, on Michigan ave. you,
ave. between 8th and 9th
tell
side
and
of
the
tale.
Apcompletely
occupied
the streets was still besieged with
Across the street in Grant
Park there were thousands paretnly, the TV cameras place.
the protesters.
of yippies, hippies and what weren't out to report this sort The writer
said
be
left
the
All the while the police were
of
thing.
have you who had gathered
room to the group,
in their varied regalia and But later that night, after after an hour or so hoping that I there, and they only looked on
they would in disgust.
were in the process of con- the police had undergone a leave.
But
at
1
a.m.
Thursday This is what I saw. This it
ducting a peaceful demon- second attack by the invaders morning they
were -Still in t what I tell.
stration near the statue of when told to break up their
President Grant.
mob. the TV lights were
bright, and they got just
The police were about a
•
what they wanted.
block north of the demonthe
strators, and they let them Understandably, some cit
carry out their protests for police were perturbed with the
more than an hour and never rock tossing and decided to
once attempted to interfere do something about the situaI
tion.
with the agitators.
bystanders
innocent
Some
Finally, after it had been
decided t h at ' the demon- were caught up in the melee
stration had gone on long along with several reporters,
enough, the police marched en- and that's when the press demasse to where they were cided to sock-it-to the police.
seated, standing and lying, But the police were only
and ordered them to disperse. trying to - do their job. They
The trouble seekers did so had been ordered not to let
rather slowly, and as they did, the demonstrators into the Con
some of them began to toss rad Hilton Hotel. When th,
bottles, bricks and assorted horde of out-of-towners attempt
objects at the police. But there ed to do so, the police simply
put them down.
was no retaliation.
Some skulls were cracked
and that is regrettable, but
what were the police to do?
As it was, some of the pro-j
testers managed to get into
the hotel and allegedly took I
over some floors.

1611 So. THIRD STI
CELEBRATING
OUR 23rd

mutiny aetion groups as The
Brothers in Albany, N.Y., the
Blackstone Rangers and tee
Wood's wn Organization in Chicago, and the government has
sent the program to the ()perm_
big Engineers Heavy Equip.
ment School in Santa Rosa,
Calif., near Oakland.

ti

By EDWARD HARRIS
The eyes of the nation focused upon the sadistic actions of the Chicago Police
force during the Democratic
National Convention. Beatings
inflected upon the hippies,
yippies and dippies had little
effect on the consciences -of
the "red blooded Americans".
But when "Daley's GestoP0"
mauled members of the working press, police brutality
".became a reality. Heretofore,
"police brutality" was considered by many whites as a
misnoiner. To put it bluntly,
it existed only in the minds
of rabble
rousing "black
powerites'' and "communist
insurrectionials".
Black newsmen and black
people in general have experienced pollee beutalitp•
ages and nothing has ever
come of it. If one notices, very
few black militants and black
necimen v•ere on hand for
"Daley's Massacre".
An observer said, "Mayor
Daley instructed 'his pigs to
beat every black head they
could find. With the absence of
black heads the pigs (Police)
resorted to their natural sadistic instinct — to beat anything they saw."
• That observation must be
true because one policeipan
Was seen on television beating
a parked car while another
was attacking a lamp post.
A elderly man stated, "Maybe Daley stnt one of his
police chief; to Memphis to
learn the latest tactic on
"head
policebeatings-. "
aSuree
lyxpetthe
r
Memphis
in that field."
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New Offices
The Kennedy Democrat Organization will open its second
headquarters in the Greater
Hyde Park Baptist Church
building at Alston and Mississippi blvd., on Sunday. Sept. 8,
at 2 p.m.
The public is invited to the
program. The ilew ICDO head
quarters will serve the South
Memphis area.
The first headquarteft is lo
cited in the Notelle Memphis
area
Sponsors for the program are
Mrs Josephine Terrell sad
Rev. J. W. Beck.
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Computers Will Help
Students With Math
NASHVILLE — Tennessee —
tate University students de"dent in mathematics will
able to take a remedial
fall
this
beginning
.urse
.rough a computer hook-up
ith Stanford University in
alo Alto, Calif.

the student time for figuring
and typing out an answer.

Verdict Expected
In Newttkin Trial

Police Dept.
Has Openings
For 100 Men

"If the student is right, the
has job
computer will tell him he .is; The city of Memphis
openings for at least 100 Necorrect. If the answer is wrong gro men between the ages of
the computer will give the 21 and 29 with a high school
or its equivalent.
student another chance before education
$441,410 revealing the correct answer."
a
The jobs are with the Memby
Supported
phis Police Department, and
National
the
from
• rant
•ciename Foundation (NSF), the The program, Mr. Chapde- applicants must be between
pro- laine said, is broken down into five-feet-eight inches tall and
mathematics
emedial
:ram will be geared to carry 13 math topics. Each has five six-foot five inches, with proportionate weight. They must
student up to elementary
lgebra. Perry Chapdelaine, degrees of difficulty. It was have 20-20 vision, and may
b e cause
statistics wear glasses.
ssistant professor, and Dr. initiated
•adie Gasaway,, professor of have shown a math deficiency
Applicants also take a reaTennessee In the educational background
at
athematics,
soning test, and an examinaof
Tennessee
State
students.
.tate, are responsibl6 for settion for physical condition and
;lig up * computer-assisted
The NSF grant is for two agility.
mathematics.
,rogram id
years, according to Chapde- Persons who would like to
lame.
He added that at the enter the class beginning Oct.
C.
Archer, ProDr. Leonard
end of that time he hopes the 1, and without a high school
essor of English and past
'resident of the American As- state will fund the project. diploma, may go to the Mem"The
program,'' said
he, phis Board of Education and
•ciation of University Profes-,
"could expand into other sub- take the General Educational
irs (AAUP) at Tennessee'
be used by students to
NEW MATH PROGRAM —
jects such as reading, engi- Development Test to qualify.
tate, sponsored a move that.
make up deficiencies in
Unikersity
State
Tennessee
neering, physics and chemistry, The salary for a recruitided in getting the program
mathematics. Responsible
and could be used to assist trainee is $510 a month. Upon has a computer book-up
ant at the University.
for setting up the program
University at
Stanford
with
the successful completion of
communities."
in Nashville are Perry
Calif., and will
the course, which lasts 14 Palo Alto,
The computer program was
weeks, the new officer is paid
ioneered by Dr. Patrick Sup$535 a month, and receives $165,000 IN BONDS ASKED—
-s, director of the Institute
8100 annually for clothes allof Mathematical Studies in the
wances.
ocial sciences at Stanford.
Officers receive paid vacar. Suppes, a widely known
tions according to length of
uthority in computer educaservice, and other benefits.
on is specializing in the
lementary education level.

Teacher Takes
Job With Kodak
In Rochester

Chapdeiaine standing, and
Dr. Saide Gasaway of the
Mathematics faculty.

U.S. Hubs 8 In Narcotic
Plot To Kill Black Agent

OAKLAND, Calif. — The Panthers contend that police
more-than-month-long trial of had deliberately set up a camBlack Panther Party founder paign to harrass, intimidate
Huey P. Newton on charges of and do away with the Panther
slaying one white policeman party because of its goal of
and wousding another, should getting black men elected to
reach a verdict sometime this high office locally, statewide
week,
and nationally. Since Newton's
Judge Monroe Friedman ex- arrest, police shot to death ancused the jury of seven men other Black Panther Party ofand five women last week un- ficer.
til after Labor Day to begin Newton was accused of faconsideration of their ver- tally shooting Patrolmen John
own
dict after the defense closed Frey with the policeman's
its case having used 54 wit- gun and wounding, Patrolman
nesses in five days of presen- Herbert Heanes, also white,
tation of its version under the last Oct. 28 in a Negro section
pur.00 of Oakland, after he had been
direction of defense attorney,
pursued in a female Black
Charles Garry.
Panther Party member's car
The prosecution had
a similar number of witnesses during a traffic check by both
and had taken almost equally policemen in two patrol cars.
as long to present its case which The defense, in cross-examiAsst. District Attorney Lowell nation, brought out through a
Jensen handled. It had taken police sound tape showing the
two weeks prior to that just to conversation of pursuing police that license numbers of all
pick a jury.
Panther Party officers had
The trial which had a prebeen put on a list. The tape
lude of hundreds of Black Pan- also showed that the car in
ther and Peace and Freedom' which Newton was riding had
Party demonstrators, was at- severaltraffic violations. When
tended by such Black Panther Huey Newton tried to pass
Party officers as Stokely Car- himself as the "Laverne" on
michael, the party's prime- the owner's identification card.
minister: Eldridge Cleaver, the police had radioed back
party minister of information that they "were arresting Huand candidate of both the
ey Newton."
Black Panthers and the Peace The prosecution charged that
and Freedom Party for Presi- Newton, who was on the last
dent of the IT S.: and Bobby then commandeered a NeSeale, co-founder of the party. gro motorist, Dell Ross, at
All members of the audience gunpoint and forced him to
were searched as they enter- drive Newton. wounded in the
ed the courtroom. Pressure of abdomen, to a hospital where
a mob outside cracked a sher- Newton was arrested, the prosecution charges.
iff-guarded door's window.

Percy G. Hentrel, Jr., of
2024 Keltner Circle, Memphis,
Tennessee, has resigned from
the Memphis City School System where he taught Biology
at Manassas High School for
six years to accept employment
NEW YORK — A typical "cloak and dagger" episode in the narcotics racket
in the Radiography Markets
an
Division with Eastman Kodak
In a letter to Mayor Henry was brought to light here last week resulting from an alleged attempt of
Company of Rochester, New Loeb and Squire Charles W.
assassito
agents"
"mob
reputed
with
arrange
to
•de&er
alleged race narcotics
York.
Baker, chairman of the Shelby
nate a black undercover narcotics agent who brought about the arrest of Irving
He explained the operation
Mr. Hentrel was accompanied County Quarterly Court, H. L.
early last month on a c harge of having sold heroin to the
the program this way: "The to
New York by his wife, Mrs. Fiebelman, chairman of the "Razor" Jones, 24,
udenta, will have five class- Bobbie K. Hentrel, who has re- War on Poverty Committee for federal drug law enforcement agent.
.am -hours a week. The first
turned to the city of Memphis Memphis and Shelby County
Asst. U.S. Attorney Raymond:
.11 hour will be regular in- to continue her teaching as- stated that members of the
The Memphis Area Better I a job based on the training they
B. Grunewald told newsmen told the Narcotics Bureau also arrested two more men
ruction. Then the students signment here in the City Neighborhood Organizing Protat arrests of Jones on the about the plans and contacts. who were in Moore's car. They Business Bureau warns young get from some of these schools.
ill go to the teletypes which School System while her hus- ject are not to take part in
We are speaking of private
new charge were made beFederal a u t horities then were said to have tried to aid people to be wary of schools
e hooked up to the Stanford band completes his training at Imarches or organize such for
schools only, because vocationcause Jones had been "dickin
Jones
of
arrest
the
the purpose of protesting sani- ering with" William ( B.I.) made
m puter.
Eastman Kodak Company.
Moore in resisting arrest.
that p r omises employment al schools operating under
a 2 A.M. ambush as five pertation collection fees.
St.
of
Negro,
a
governmental supervision do a
also
27,
Moore,
"The computer will ask the
A search of Moore's sleek, after graduation.
The Hentrels spent two weeks
Dated August 12, Mr. Fiebel- Albans, N.Y. and "also talking sons, Jones and two women
udent through the teletype In New York City visiting re- man noted in his letter: "This
were seized in modern 1968 Cadillac also pro- J. B. Myers, Executive\ Vice very conscientious job and do
men,
two
and
specialnot operate for a profit."
r his name and number. latives and friends and sight- morning the Executive Com- 'th other contract
Cadillac near the
an ounce of heroin, President of the Better Busiplot in which his 1968
a
about
ists"
in Brook- duced
en the computer will type seeing before going on to mittee of the WOPC met and
Plaza
Army
Grand
- "We urge anyone considerthey would help Jones get
which was confiscated, and a ness Bureau said many coth- ing any kind of occupational
t selected problems, giving Rochester, New York.
clearly indicated to the staff Glennon Cooper, the black lyn.
that,
received
being
are
plaints
of the Neighborhood Organiz- undercover narcotics agent, Police said the two men loaded Browning semi-auto- private training schools are training to check on the school
plus
shotgun,
business or pro12-gauge
matic
ing Project and WOPC that killed for a price.
with Jones in the highpowered,
holding out false promises that first, check
to determine
concerns
fessional
such activity is beyond the
tried to a pen-type tear gas gun.
Cadillac
model
late
inwill
offer
the courses they
Grunewald said Cooper was
just what they require in the
scope of the program and inthe arrest At the arraignment of all sure employment.
resist
to
him
help
Federal]
the
by
way of training and particularstructed the employees of the employed
were also jailed on eight suspects before United
Narcotics and Dan- and they
Mr. Myers said some of these ly if the school they may be
program to disassociate them- Bureau of
latter c barge. The two States C o m missioner Max
the
several considering has the kind of
gerous Drugs,
selves from any such effort.
in the same car, were Schiftman. both Moore-4nd schools who charge
allegedly been NIma en
had
Jones
short training which these concerns
a
for
dollars
hundred
"This is not any determiarrested at the same time Jones were held for a Federal
arrested on Aug. 7 on the also
course in learning. occupations, accept as sufficient to quality
material
of
being
charges
nation
of
of
on
charges
Jury
WOPC
Grand
to
on
suppress
Lief J. Cain, staff member of
of selling herion to
Attorney conspiracy to till a Federal requiring intense study and for a- joil._and ignore job proU. S.
opinions of citizens on public charge
witnesses,
e Universal Life Insurance
He had later been reCooper.
about agent, attempting to obstruct skill are bolding out false pro- mises.
said
He
said.
issues,
Grunewald
but
rather
to
assure
the
impany has become a Fellow
leased on $5,000 bail.
was justice, resisting arrest and mises of jobs. Stibient contracts A diploma may be nice to
cocaine
of
ounce
an
community
that
it
does
not
the Life Office Management
According to Grunewald, in.
car possession of narcotics. Bail usually do not say- anything hang on the wall or boast about
the
in
packet
in a
approve of participation in
sociation Institute.
formants, usually addicts with
seat.
driver's
the
for Moore and Jones los set hbout guaranteeing a job, but to friends, but if it doesn't help
under
demonstrations
by
public
emThe Life Office Management
U.S. Narcotics
the
which
school salesmen lead the pro- get a job of your choosing its
A.M.,
5
at
later
hours
Three
at $50,000 apiece.
ployees
in
such
capacity," he Bureau and police have inn];
ssociation is a voluntary,
Federal nar- The four ,tmen who were spective student to believe obviously worthless, Mr. Myers
of
group
another
wrote the officialsoaprofit organization through
trated the narcotics trade,
asserted, and added that the
cotics agents ambushed and charged will* resisting arrest otherwise he said.
-hich life insurance companies
learned of Jones' plan to kill
arrested Moore in his 1968 were held in $5.000 hair. The "We are very disturbed that Better Business Bureau will
,gage in cooperative research
Narcotics'Agent Cooper and of
Cadillac in the Bedford Stay- two women, held as matkrial a high percentage of students be glad to offer its free serv.d educational activities. Its
his dealings with Moore in
vesant area.
witnesses, had bail sett attending such schools have ices to anyone seeking inrpose is to improve life in..,
the alleged attempt to get
only 'the remotest chance for formation on training schools.
,rance company management.
Federal attorneys said they $25,000 apiece.
agent Cooper "rubbed out" and
e Association, founded in
24. now has more than 460
ember companies.
Education
Insurance
The
osgam of the Association
.s established in 1932 with
e formation of the LOMA Inlute. The program is designto give a thorough knowRev. Willa Barrow, chairman Democratic Convention for allowing "less than a one-minute
life
of
principles
the
of
.ge
of the Women's division.
surance and the functions of
In a fiery speech., Mrs. Bar- prayer" in memory of Dr..
e companies. This year, aprow outlined the goals of the Martin Luther King: Jr. was
iximately 18,000 men and
boycott and described it as a leveled by Rev. Jackson; who
Life Insurance Company was
.men from over 725 corn"fight against institutionalized said:
nies and organizations wrote merged with the Universal Life.
"This all goes back to slavery
sin."
24,000 examinations. He is presently Chief Accountand even. now, when we
most
times
placthe
One of the goals is
to be only two
considered'
The Institute awards a certi- ant.
are
By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS ing of all balck products in
ate for the completion of its
fifths human."
Mr. Cain holds an under(o.us Ikteit4er *tuff writer)
nationwide.
stores
Chin
P
A &
troductory course, and a graduate degree from Moreendorsed Rev. Jackson called Chicago
Returning to Chicago after The boycott was
said
ploma on qualification for its house College, and the M.B.A.
Conference, "a police state" an d
attending the third annual by the Black Power
•llowship designation.
Dailey announced onmayor
degree from the University of
Jackson,
Nev.
to
Black Power Conference in according
Mr. Cain is a 10 year staff Michigan. He is a member of
was. national television that National'
Philadelphia, the Rev. Jesse who said the coaference
ember of ULICO having join- Omegi Psi Phi Fraternity.
Guard troops were only on the
attendance
in
one
best
"the
the Company's Bookkeeping Married, Mr. Cain is the father
L. Jackson, national director
outskirts of town.
content".
epartment when the Louisiana of four lovely daughters.
of Operation Breadbasket and
"What.he really meant was
praised the balack community Refering to last Wednesday's that the troops • were on the
for keeping cool-headed when disturbance in the Loop, Rev. outskirts of the white comdisorders broke out during the Jackson termed the Yippies, munity because you know that
Democratic National Conven- "shock troops.for justice" and Jackson Park (where National
praised .teem for having "souls Guardsmen
tion Here.
were stationed)
The Real. Jackson, however,. in quest of meaning and,is right under the skirts of the
assailed the actions of police principles beyond domination' black community,"fre asserted.
toward demonstrators and call- and exploitation."
ere talking
"People who
ed the police, "legalized Klans- Caught up in the confrontation, about 'law and order' last
men robots wound up by Mayor between the Yippies and police week are now tlking about
Daley.".
were the "image makers", he mercy and justice this week."
Speaking to some 3,500 per-, said, who began protesting loud "And only last week, they
weekly ly when their blood was spilled. were talking about the possons attending the
Saturday meeting in the Taber- "All of the lies about ,there sibility of Mayor Daley becotnnacle Baptist Church, 4130 In- not being any police brutality ins the vice-president.
diana ave., he said.
came out at the most provident "Now this week, they're call"The police were psychologic- time," Rev. Jackson asserted. ing for Daley to become the
ally motivated to deal with "Many times when black president of vice. But I'm not
people creating dis- men were beaten, the white jealous of Daley and his philoblack
JESSE L. JACKSON
orders.., but the little ole newsmen would turn the,sophy", Rev. Jackson declared,
country man's tricks caught cameras away. But as it hap- "I'm just sick of both."
Dr. King used to say, if you Concerned Trtnsit Workers on
up with him." (r eferint to pened, the white newsmen were Violence was deplored by kill the hater and not the hate strike since Aug. 25 by Operathe ones beaten first and fore- Rev. Jackson as senseless. "As or if you kill the tyrant and not tion Breadbasket. They were
Mayor Richard J. Daley)
"When the police were con- most.
the tyranny, then you haven't commended for "standing up
fronted with the Yippies, who "And when a white man is
for their manhood rather than
solved anything,' he said.
are the sons and daughters of beaten," sail the young minSupport was given to the riding and being fools."
the richest people in America, ister, "then it becomes world
they were so wound up that news."
they instead beat the Yippies." Rev. Jackson defended his,
Stepped-up activity in Opera- stand on white policemen being
tion Breadbasket's boycott of removed from the black corn-!
Mrs. Alma Louise Harper of
all A & P food stores was an- munity and said he refuses to
San Francisco, Calif., is in
nounced in the meeting by the "take it back."
As I mane from O'Hare Air- Memphis for a two-week visit
FULLY FACTORY MUM INCLUDING
ONLY
NOTES
this morning," he said, "I with her mother, Mrs. Naomi
I$d't see any police. But when Pieter, of 1078 Delmar at,,
WHITE WALL TIRES 225 CU. NICK ENGINE
loot to 31st street, I saw four and friends, Mr. and Mrs.
$30000
RADIO NEATER AND WHEELCOVEII4
Charlie F. Morris of 981 Alaspolice cars.
XICIVEMAS
DOWN
/925 UNION AVE.
ka at.
thr
of
"Three
cars
were
TAX
Ile CAR OF
275-1148
Harper
Mrs.
graduated
was
white
yes,
policemen
by
driven
WITAIAI YAW.
3250 SUMMER
to be able to return from Manassas High School
glad
•ISIIER
I'm
48 nns LTV HUI
324-4444
to Chicago, Czechoslovakia." and is the former Miss Alma
2754143
1170 UNION AVE.
Criticism of the National Louise Duncan.

Mr. Chapdelaine, who was
t Stanford this summer setng up the curriculum with
m puter programmers, said
:st week, "A bright youngster
ho either wasn't willing or
idn't have the opportunity to
et a -.decent education in high
hoot can go through this
rogiam as fast as he wants.'
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OMA Institute Rating
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Rev. Jackson 'Assails 1Daley 'Law'

Police Called
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Missionary Group Will ,
Meet At St. Andrew

Baptists To Consider National
Issues During 88th Convention

B&PW Club Plans
A Fashion Show
For October

LeMoyne-Owen College
Adds 23 To Faculty

and Dr. A. S. RuTwenty-three new instructors literature,
University The Business Men and WomTaliaferro, a upon the membership cam- have been added to the Le- dolph of Iowa State biology de- en's Friendly Club met reAudrey
Mrs.
The 88th annual convention Dr. Jackson has played an provemenL He is a foremost
be in the
member of St. Andrew AME paign.
Moyne-Owen College faculty who will
cently at the home of Mr.
of the National Baptist Conven- active part in the struggle for and constant advocate of obed- Church, will address the South
partment.
week
this
announced
was
it
and Mrs. D. W Bailey on Britof
the
dedication,
one
During
Jr.,
Negri) equality and self-im- ience and dedication to the
George F. Bagby
Memphis D i strict Mission- work program of the year will by President Hollis F. Price.
tion, U.S.A., Inc., will attract
and made plans for the
ton
is
Highlighting the Thurs., Sept. legal and moral principles of ary Institute, when it meets
new faculty members,
the
over 15,000 delegates when it
Tea and Fashion show
annual
teaching inbe outlined by the Institute Nine of the new teachers
5, sessions will be the presi- the Federal Constitution as the
at her church on Monday president, Mrs. M. R. Todd. are from Owen College which a Woodrow Wilson
presented in October.
convenes Wed., Sept. 4, for five dent's address and the
be
to
joining
election best way to build and maintain
tern in English. Also
days in Atlanta, Ga., Dr. J. H.
9, at 10 a.m.
Mrs. F. R. LaMarr, reporter was meged with Lehioyne dur- the faculty as a part-time In- The meeting began with deof national officers for the com- a strong democratic America. morning, Sept.
Jackson, president, announced ing year. Atlanta Mayor Ivan
Emma Echols,
Mrs. Taliaferro, a member for the organization, said ing the summer.
structor in political science is votions by Mrs.
When he was in Atlanta
today, Tues. Aug. 27, 968.
Allen is expected to make the earlier this year to plan the of the Priscilla Reed choir and "Here we will proclaim to the Eleven of the new instruc- Washington Butler, executive and it was followed by a busiNumbering some 6.5 million welcoming address on Wednes- convention, he said, "Long Usher Board No. 1, will speak world, not that we have the tors are replacements for four director of the War on Poverty ness session presided over by
members 'rationally, the Baptist day morning. Highlighting Fri- before you heard the slogan on the denominational theme, solution to all the problems, who retired last May and sev- Committee of Memphis-Shelby the vice president, Jackson
Jules and that en others who enrolled in grad- County,
Gales.
group is the largest organized day evening's session will be 'black powes,', we had the slo- 'tFaith in Action," and will be but that
McCree,
Floyd
by
show
address
men the way. uate schools to study toward Other new faculty members
will
an
he
and
followed
inspiring
an
by
Negro association in the U.S.
gan. 'Let us go from progress
The club's president, Mrs.
challenging program, "Christ "This meeting will bring Ph.D. degrees
Dr. Jackson, an internationally Mayor of Flint, Mich. A press to production'."
are Charles Bailey, sociology; Cornelia Brooks, had just refor
very
a
scheduled
is
conference
upon
and the Faiths of Men," under down the- curtain
known religious leader and
Transferring from Owen are Rodger Bates, part-time, socio- turned from a vacation with
The convention will be struc- her direction
eventful, r.-e w arding, chalpastor of Chicago's Olivet Bap- 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Gladys D. Brown, busi- logy; Harold C. Bauer, audio- relatives in St. Louis and ChiMrs.
Convention headquarters will tured around the theme, "The
lenging and spirit-filled year
tist Church, has headed the
a d m inistration; Mrs. visual coordinator; Horst Din cago.
ness
Relevance of Jesus in the Great
A demonstration will be giv- of missionary study and enNational Baptists since 1953. be in the Regency-Hyatt House,
Dennie, English (part- kelacker, part-time, German; At the end of the meeting,
Deborah
will
Sessions
include
Society."
en of the work of the Mission- deavor, All are welcome to
and sessions of the general
Mildred Green, Peter R. Formanek, econo- a delic ious repast was
Mrs.
time)
The Atlanta gathering is ex- meeting and auxiliary groups committee reports, workshops, ary Society from the local to attend-'the meeting,"' she addmusic and choir director; mics; Allen A. Jackson, asso- served by the hostess, assistpected to concern itself with will take place at the Municipal seminars, addresses by reli- the General Conference level ed. 4. '
Green, philosophy and ciate in religious life; Charles ed by Mrs. Alma Williams.
pertinent national issues such Auditorium, and Civic Center gious and lay leaders, and by Mrs. Taliaferro.
Mrs. Sarah Gerrett is Epis- Reuben
Robert L. 0. Nix, history; Alla44, Sam- The club's chaplain. Mrs. H.
(part-time);
religion
as riots, law and order, and Auditorium, and v a r ious prayer periods.
ca pal supervisor.
iisia Sue Wallace, jeft for a two-week
„- V.ietaam, as well
Grider, physical education; ansky, economics;
A resolution pertaining to As the Institute needs enlargas religious churches and motels around
iiemedial
part-time,
ing,
?dunsey,
chemistry;
attention
focused
be
Jordan,
will
Nedra
Mrs.
to
recent
the
amendment
the
area.
vacation in Chi&go.
matters, Dr. ',Jackson said. the metropolitan
Thomas I. Willard, education; English, and Brenda Stegall,
Social Security program which
—
would require clergymen to
en Of Church Allen Yancey Jr., mathema- part-time, remedial reading,
Price Library,
F.
Hollis
the
of
tics and phyaics, and William
join the Federally sponsored
Elmer L. Henderson, presiprogram will be introduced.
H. Zachry, Psychology.
said graduates and fordent,
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, who
Resolutions concerning the ormer students of the merged
ganization's cooperative loan
served as president of Owen,
colleges are invited to the
plan, Freedom Farm, and
is now develo ment office for
Mrs.
Ernestine
Buntyn
will
be
meeting which will launch an
Liberian land grant will be
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Last week the Democratic Party proved that it
was truely the party of the people. Every stereotype
the country has ever known poped up at the Democratic Convention: Bigots, right wing conservatives,
left wing radicals, middle of the roaders, along with
the usual police brutality.
UNBELIEVEABLE

if "could this be downtown
disturbance only happens
of
type
Chicago, surely this
was that very few
shock
real
in black ghettos." The
so-called
riots. White
blacks were present during the
people in one the most fashionable neighborhoods in
Many people wondered

44.

Chicago were subjected to tear gas, chemical mace
and police night sticks. Many whites finally felt what
black in Watts, Detroit, and Memphis had experience

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.

for years.
THE HOPE AF THE DEMOCRATS

The hope of the Democrats was harmony, harmony of party delegates on the Vietnam plank, harmony on Daley's uncalled for actions, harmony on all
minority reports. The Democrats have lost much hope.
The hope of Humphrey winning is almost impossible.
He has lost much support on both sides. Humphrey's
situation is complicated by issues which have generated so much passion, misunderstanding and dislike, until the nation and the Democratic Party are
divided into hostile camps. These hostilities can be
attributed to Mayor Daley, The Vietnam plank, and
police brutality. The only hope revealed in the Democratic part, were those party members who dissented because of the injustices that took place in Chicago.

A Mismanaged Society

The high political drama that is un- better chance of recovering its momen11
folding before the American people, pro- tum and health than does a "sick" sovides, among other things, an unsual op- ciety. The former calls for change in
portunity for a reshaping of America's personnel. The latter for treatment that
thinking along certain social lines which may fall short of a permanent cure.
have not had their full share of rational
Whether the society is sick or misfotinulation.
managed is provide not too essential an
Democrats and Republicans are in issue. The point that needs to be stresagreement on the definition of slums, sed at this juncture that simmering
UNPOPULAR ADMINISTRATION
poverty, and racial outbreaks. They events and the unusually heated contest
The Democrats also have the burden of supportmake rhetorical references in their for the Presidency pride Negro-leaderspeeches on the depressing social condi- ship with the finest opportunity to regising one of the most unpopular administrations in the
tions. And they proffer glowing ap- ter their demands before the political
history of the United States. There was hope that
MY VIEW
proaches to the problems. All of their power structure into whose hands lies
Mr. Humphrey policies might prove different from
Lyndon Johnson's. This idea was proven false when
efforts seem directed toward a tem- the nation's ultimate destiny and, the
porary stop gap. No practical, enduring fate of twenty-two million black citiMr. Humphrey during many television interviews to
solution has yet been proposed.
zens.
admit that police brutality existed on a large scale in
No economic or social problem is inIf there ever was a time when black
Negro. Mr. Talmadge has done, nard Jackson has had no ex- Chicago and that Mayor Daley was wrong. He also
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
solvable. A country whose gross na- leaders will be listened to with respect
nothing to lift the burden of perience in politics to run refused to admit that un-due rough treatment was
tional product is in excess of $800 billion coupled with a willingness to accommo- Some people do not know segregation from the Negro's against Mr. Talmadge. It afforded to newsmen and
non-Humphrey delegates.
that the ballot was not taken
dollars hai the resources with which to date them, it is now when the Negro away from the Negro in Geor- back. He said many times should be said, however, that Humphrey's relationship with Daley will place a very
while he was Governor of all politicians are inexpegienc
counter
y of its handicaps. What an vote is strong enough to affect the out- gia until 1908. Hoke Smith, Georgia that no Negro would ed
when they run for the first heavy burden on the Democratic Party's campaign
fffluent society allows itself to become come if the November elections. But the who ran his campaign on white enter the University of Geor- time. Mr. Talmadge was in- this year.
supremacy in 1906, did much gia and other State supported experienced
when he ran for
itri afflicted society, it is time for the is- presentation must be made by men who to
disfranchise the Negro in schools as long as he was
Gomel-nor.
Reagan
had no
suance of a prescription that might are dedicated to the cause; by men who Georgia. In 1946, the white Governor. But, in stating it
experience when he became WEAK VIETNAM PLANK
primary
in
Georgia
dewas
ward off a national tragedy.
have already indicated their capacity to
this way, Senator Talmadge Governor of California. Woodclared
unconstitutional. Ne- knew that the time would row Wilson had/no
There_are those oho take stock in stand up and fight for justice, by men groes
experience
Many black Memphians will find the Vietnam
have been voting in At- come when Negroes would be when he became Governor
of
Senator Dirksen's view that American who will not sacrifice the interests of lanta and in many sections of in
all the white schools of New Jersey. He went from plank weak. Many of the men who have died in
society is not sick. 'It is mismanaged. race in order to be welcome guests at Georgia for 22 years. The Ne- Georgia.
the Presidency of Princeton. Shelby County were black, for the Democrats to take
This is a political play on words whose, the White House, by men who will not gro Was completely disfran- As Negroes make up their Lester Maddox had no exper- a middle of the road attitude
on an issue as crucial as
chised in Georgia from 1908 minds to vote in the primary
ience. He was a restaurant
significance lies in
the Republican use the opiate of law and order to dis- to 1946, a period of 38 years. of
the
Vietnam
War
will be a definite cause for loss of
September 8, they should man. The list could be expand'Party's strident cry for "a hange" in pirit into inactivity the young militants During that time, politicians in. know that it is reported
support.
that ed many times.
the national leadership. Ye , there are in the vanguard of the forces fighting Georgia ran on a white su-! Mr. Talmadge voted against It is a good thing for Mr.
premacy platform. This was: the Public
Accomodations Act, Talmadge to be challenged
Representative Hale Boggs of Lousiana, the comsome logical merits to the irksen con- for racial justice and equality.
true of virtually every candi- against the Voting
Rights Bill, and especially so by a Negro. mittee's chairman, had pleaded in
vian for harmony
tention when taken out if its political
This is our finest hour. Let's not date for Governor up to the the Open Occupancy Bill, Whatever the outcome of the
time of Governor Sanders. against the Food
within
the
party.
His
efforts
were
futile,
context. A "mismanaged" society has a muff the opportunity.
and one of
Jackson-T
Stamps and
almadge race, HerEverybody knew that Lester. School Lunches Improvement
man Talmadge will be more the main cause of disorder in the party was the
Maddox was

Jackson For The Senate

Police Brutality In Chicago

a segregationist' Act of 1959, against NDEA
and he did not hesitate to tell Scholarship and Loan
Fund
it to the world. Senator Tal-, for Students of Science,
Mathemadge, against whom May- matics and Language,
and
nard Jackson is running, was sgainst t h e supplementary
a segregationist during the appropriation bill
for Head
whole time he was Governor' Start. These are only
a few
of Georgia, and as far as thel of the important
legislations
public knows he still is.
it is reputed that Mr. TalIt is significant that Tal-, madge voted against.
madge is being opposed by al Some people say
that May-

kindly disposed toward the Vietnam plank.
Negro vote from now on in.
It will be wonderful for Georgia and the South if a large MEMPHIS AND THE VIETNAM PLANK
number of Negroes and whites
support Mr. Jackson in
is
Many black Memphians have been their sons
campaign and vote for him.
beaten
in the streets by police, and a few months later
Win or lose, it will make Mr.
Talmadge more representative have received news of their sons death in Vietnam.
of all the people of Georgia in When the Vietnam Plank was
presented with its midthe years ahead.
dle-of-the-road dialogue, it took white as well as black

While the delegates to the Demo- raint is adjudged necessary in dealing
cratic convention were fighting over even with the members of the press
platform planks, unit rules and state re- though they carry required identificapresentations, Chicago policemen were tion and are in no way violating any
indulging in indiscriminate and unjusti- law or city ordinance.
fiabale use of their billy clubs over the
Police officialm caannot escape the
heads of newsmen and news photo- l'esponsibility for the thug-like behavior
graphers. This reprehensible practice of of their patrolmen. The public has a
It will take at least a cen- Mayor Daley.
Editor
beating reporters seems to have become right to assume that policemen act in Dear
Integration is the topic of tury to educate and civilize It is also well for black men
lately a Chicago police's favorite past- aaccordance with orders given by their the day — or the year. The the whiteman, inasmuch as it to remember that labor used
superiors. Where the chain of command highlight question is "When has taken the same length of force, bombings, threats and
time.
total integration come?" time for the Negro to get this strikes to win their power,
Their reputation for brutality has is inept, anti-social, anti-racial the dis- will similar
A
question is. and far. We will have to create z which is economic. Before Nebeen established long ago beyond perad- astrous result is in direct ratio to the in- has been ever since the begin- new psychology to do this job. groes can become enocomicalventure of a doubt. But herretofore there competence of those in high authority. ning of the world, "When is So, shall we not start right ly powerful with such internaworld coming to an end?" from here.
tional unions as the craft.
had been probable cause for excessive
The charge by various investigat- the
No man shall know the hour
uniow, blacks are going) to
JOHN
DALY
use of force in dealing with rioters, ing commissions that police brutality is nor the day.
PITTSBURGH PA. have to fight physically just
arsonists and looters. Policemen, with at the bottom of most urban riots, can So it is with the question of
as the crafts unions still do in
many instances on vital issues.
the kind of mentality they posses, are saercely be dubbed irrespponsible con-- integration. Total integration Dear Editor:
seldom capable of exercising discretion elusion when one examines the outland- is as far away as total amal- The Bible says that there is Blacks have got to learn to
gation, if
little further. It a time for all things . . . a use the same tools as whites
In the use of their statutory power.
ish conduct of Chicago policemen last is at leasenota ageneration
away. time for war and a time for do and that includes violence
Of course, in a climate where the week.
Our basis for recognition is' peace. There is also a time if the whites who would deny
and emancipation.
for violence and a time for them equality use violence to
standing order is "shoot to kill" no rest-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

support away from the Humphrey camp.
HUMPHREY'S REFUSAL TO
RECOGNIZE POLICE BRUTALITY

During several interviews Humphrey practically
refused to admit the existence of police brutality in
Memphis. His diologue reaked with such cliches as
"Law and Order", "Insurection" and "responsible dissention". One important issue in the campaign was
Law and Order. Insistence on this issue in its nakedness only alarmed black people. Since the televised
example of Chicago police keeping law and order the
masses now feel the overriding objectives of the
apostles of law and order and find that-if is outright
suppression of the cry for racial and humane justice.
IS IT TOO LATE?

For there is a very big job non-violence. Take the situa- keep their power.
Is it too late for Americans to realize the necesto be done in America — and, tion in Czechoslovakia and no- Too often blacks use the
that is to humanize the black tice how the American white battle without doing any fight- sity of better education, better housing for her poor,
and white rabblers, for they press praises the Czechs for ing al all — simply because and better
opportunties? There are those who say,
are certainly inhuman. How,fighting back almost barehand- whites and some Negro leadcan we call people human ed at the Russian tanks and ers convince them that the "under the present system, yes". Looking at this
when they throw bombs killing military might which has been other side 90 badly outweighs point of view historically, the conclusions would seem
I little children, and allowing brought into that country.
them that they don't even have true. On the other hand many
feel that we don't
the Secret KKK to ambush So don't let the white man a chance. Not every time but
have to follow history therefore all we have is
and shoot people in the back? give you too much gushy soft- more times than most might
hope.
A bill to create a commission whose back again next year, they say. They It's needless to summarize soap about Negroes whose think, the story of David and Mayor Daley showed the world the effects of Law
the many
inhuman conditions are worse than tllei Goliath does come true when and Order at any cost, the young
primary gotil is to research much ne- insist and rightly so that much Negro things thatunci„eQed,
people will show
havelFeen commit- Czechs fighting back against' God wills it — but the fight us the effects
of
justice
at
any
cost.
glected Negro history is languishing in history remains to be explored.
ted against fellow -brothers.
The voices of
those in uniform or out who! has to be made.
What little is known if the Negro How can you call this acivi- wchild repress this nation's! Also if blacks would, as they those who advocate justice must not be drowned out
Congress _with virtually no hope of paslized people?
blacks.
must rid their neighborhoods by demagogues who want to suppress all dissent in
sage this iession. The opposition bases in school textbooks is much diluted and
Also,
don't
ever
prostitution, narcotics rack- order "to keep the black
of
forget thatl
Again I say that we are
man in his place."
its argument on the false and ridiculous often editorially slanted so as to create generations
away from total' such regimes as Mayor Rich- ets, and other forms of crime,
assumption that the role played by the a baleful image of the black man in the Integration. Don't set your caps ard Daley's political power in they will have to do some,
ft a t -f ightingl DISSENTION
for an earlier integration. Don't Chicago came about as a re- bare-knuckled
black men in the development of the rcontext of the American history.
suit
some
of
and
shooting
Syndicate
of guns —
forget
that
sway
it
has
over
been
100
There is a vast body of historical
American civilization is already 'well
years since slavery. How far that city's politics. It wasn't because the white gangsters
James Baldwin once said on the. "Today Show"
known, and that what little Ns left to be data awaiting textbook treatment and of have we come? The Negro until two years ago that Dr. who keep crime isolated from
unearthed is insignificant and of dubi- which the black and white masses are has advanced 'much further Martin Luther King Jr., wmt better class White neighbor- in answer to a question on Law and Order, "What the
wholly unaware. The works of such bril- than the white man. To be 'to Chicago and convenced the hoods by putting it in the white man doesn't realize is that whatever happens
ous authenticity.
street gangs such as the Black- black ghettos, keep it there
sure, the white
to the black man will happen to the
The commission task would be not liant and nationally recognized Fcholars not say so, but wemanall would
white."
know stone Rangers and Disciples by the violence of bombs, guns
Carter
Woodson,
as
Charles
G.
S.
contributions
Johnof
only to bring to light the
the truth. So let us all begin to stop fighting each other fighting and threats. The only
This was unequivacally proven in the streets
the Negro people to the industrial and sin, Alain L. Locke. Charles Wesley and right here and see if we can and become political that The way to root it out is by the
Of
Woodla wn Organization was same type of violence.
civilize
the
white
man
and
Chicago.
The
Chicago
police
cultural development of the New World, W.E. DuBois have had only limited ex- teach him some
were
fight
preparing
to
common sense. born and now with some 30,- There is a time for nonbut also to devise ways by which its posure. Yet, they throw much incande- That's all they need. A little 000 members, many of them violence and a time for vio- black men. Very few black men were present during
scent light on precisely those areas learning has made some fools. formerly young black street lence . if black men intend the Conrad Hilton riot. The action took place in fasfindings would be disseminated.
Scientific knowledge has made gangsters, they now have a to stand up and be fully equal hionable white
Neighborhoods and many innocent
The bill is in its third year of Con- where biased 'white historians and textothers top-heavy Au that 1s political organization
whose men.
people were beaten for no reason
gressional battles. The sponsors are far book writers have done their best to ob- needed, again, is common power and force is a rival to
VINCENT viaLIAms
by brutal cops.
WASHINGTON, D.C. Much was said about it.
sense.
the Syndicate and threatens
from being discouraged. They'll bring it scure or blot out.

Research On Negro History
\
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•
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Circuit Assembly Will Bring

MEA Employers Hire. 2,000 In Ten Months
More than 2,000 Negroes have
been employed by a sampling
of member firms of the Memphis Employers' Merit Employment Association since its formation 10 months ago, ranking
the Memphis MEA with the
most successful such programs

in the nation.
The MEA is a voluntary effort by business and industry
to promote equal employment
opportunities. Firms participating in the program subscribe to non-discriminatory
principles and practices of hir-

downtown • onion ave.
southiand mall
S
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 321
/
2

basic knit
skimmer

28.00

sizes 38 to 52
the dark tones of this
acetate knit skimmer aro
set-off by its colorful
smoke ring scarf . . .
curved seaming ends in
inverted walking pleat
.. Gored back skirt for
*rosy wear, washable for
easy care ... and you
can accessorize it to suit
every occasion • • •
choose black or brown.

MAIL ORbERS: add 60e postage plus 4% tax for Tenn. de.

•

j

STOUT SHOPPE
N3911-0044

• 327-6436
64 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
•'11744063
1992 UNION
UNION AVI. •
WHITIHAVIIN • SOUTHLAND MALL

log, training, promotion and The association in co-operacompensation of employees on tion with Plans for Progress
the basis of individual qualifi- and Memphis State University
cations and merit.
sponsored a three-week VocaThe Memphis MEA was tional Guidance Institute this
Approximately 1,000 Jeho- prise an international society
formed in November, 1967 with summer for guiflance counselWitnesses will convene of m i n isters engaged in
vah's
ors
from
the Memphis and
11 m a nufacturers enrolled.
Jackson Community preaching the gospel of God's
L.R.
in
the
Membership now numbers 72 Shelby County school systems
Center, West Memphis, Arkan- Kingdom under the direction
firms in retailing, wholesaling, and employees of the Tennessas, the weekend of September of the Watchtower Bible and
transportation, finance, utilities see Department of Employment
13-15, 1968. Many readers may Tract Society, a religious chariinsurance, manufacturing, and Security. Participants studied
feel that they already have table, non-profit corporation
local and national resources,
service industries.
the answer to the question, orgaiaized for that purpose."
A survey by the Memphis occupational materials, train"Who
Are Jehovah's Witnes- "There are more ministers
Area Chamber of Commerce ing opportunities and problems
ses?"
of
vocational
of Jehovah's Witnes.ke- in the
guidance.
The
shows 2,007 Negroes have been
Leonard F. Hall, represent- world than - there are Catholic
hired by 43 member firms who institute also included field
ing the Brooklyn Headquarters priests in the United States,
responded to a questionnaire trips, discussions and vocational
surveys
with
special
attenof Jehovah's Witnesses is in more than all the other orthofrom the Chamber.
West Memphis for pre-conven- dox clergy combined. Up-toThese 43 companies now tion being placed on guidance
tion work. For the benefit of date reports indicate there are
employ a total of 7,428 Ne- and employment problems of
the interested and curious well over a million of these
groes, an increase of 27 per disadvantaged individuals and
groups.
Hall has presented the follow- ministers in 200 countries."
cent in Negro employment
ing
information in behalf of "The administrative offices
lince they joined MEA.
the organization.
Of the total Negro employof the legal society are at 124
ment of 7,428, 1,735 have been
Where do Jehovah's Witnes- Columbia Heights, Brooklyn,
promoted or hired into cates get their name? Mr. Hall New York. The world wide ..
gories of craftsmen and white
advises, "they have received activity is directed. from 'these
collar positions including sales
their name through prophecy offices. Branch offices are esBIRTHDAY
representatives, draftsmen, acPARTY
—
Tammy
Bingham, Him of the Bible, at Isaiah 43:12, tablished in principal countries instants, chemists and superMrs. Sandra Humphrey,
Herring, Rada Bo yd, (American -Standard Version), of the world. Each country is
-visors.
wife of professional footed into districts; the disKeith
T h owes, __Russell they are identified with .the div* .
"We are pleased at this inball player Claude HumWellington,
Arnold
and words, "Ye are my witnesses, trict into circuits. Accorpgdication of substantial progress
phrey pres ented
their
Gerald
Turner, Gilliam saith Jehovah, and- I am God." ly, e West Memphis an the
daughter with her first
but of course -we are not satisand Tammy Harrell, Ratana Jesus himself is ;eferred to as five Memphis congregations
birthda
party at their
fied," said J. L Williams,'
Harrell, Jr., Andra O'Neal, the "Faithful and true witness" are in Circuit No. 12 along
home at 835 Briggs. The
MEA chairman here and inDomenta, O'Neal, Diane at Revelation 3:14 and he said with nine other congregations."
dustrial relations manager of
youngster was obviously
Winston, and Louise Hum- to his disciples: "Ye shall be "In the minds of. many, Jehothe Memphis Works of Internaelated over the numerous
phrey. — Mr. Humphrey witnesses unto me. . . Judo vah's Witnesses are inseparabtional Harvester Co. "When we
gifts. Among the guests
will play with the Atla
,
!!_tzthe uttermost part of the ly linked with their official
become content with the prst
attending were: Kenneth
Falcons./
earth." (Acts 1:8)"
publication, . The Watchtower,
gress we've made the progre%s
Cole, II, Darrell Jones,
"Jehovah's Witnesses com- a semi-monthly magazine with
ends there, and the job still to
a current average printing of
be done in this field is so big
AIIIIIIMISM11011111111000116iliGAIN.
..
over five-million copies in
that we cannot relax our efseventy-two languages. Since •
IN NORTH CAROLINA — Airforts.
July 1879 the Watchtower has
"The growth in number of man Carl L. Brumley, son of
been available to interested
member firms to 72 reflects a Mrs. Odessa Brumley of 1856
readers
for five cent a copy."
INC
Bradford
st.,
Memphis,
has
psoitive inc progressive attiWhat is the Witnesses attude within the Memphis busi- completed basic training at
titude toward the Bible? Mr.
ness community, and we ex- Lackland AFL Tex., and is
Hell explained, "they accept
pect still more firms to enroll assigned to a unit of the Tacthe entire Bible as a collection
in the program al we proceed tical Air Command at Seymour
or library of sixty-six inspired
in our efforts to build member- Johnson AFB, N.C., as a vehicle operator. He is a 1966
ship."
!books. They believe the Bible .
is entirely consistent since it
The MEA program is one graduate of Carver High School
has the one author, Jehovah
phase of Plansitilor Progress,
a national voluntary equal emGod."
ployment opportunity program
Mr. Hall will address' the
of American business. MemconVention -on the subject,
phis is one of 65 cities having
$8500 .
"Moral Responsibility of ParGO GO Long Hand Made Wig
formed MEA projects.
ents and Youth".-Mr. Jake
Member 'companies of MemJones of Memphis Binghamton
phis' *CA participated this
STRETCH Hand Made Wig
Congregation will speak on the
spring in a two-day New Casubject, "Youth Can. Bear
reer Opportunities Conference Miss Lois M. McGowan,
Fruit Also."
SEMI-Hand Made
at Bust College and Mississip- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
----pi Industrial College at Holly Lee McGowan of 488 Winton
Springs. Most of 'these com- St., returned home after servpanies also participated in a ing two years with the U.S.
two week Vocational Orienta- Peace Corps in Nigeria and
tion Program at Lelloyne- Togo, Africa.
Owen College for 150 freshman She is a 1966 graduate of
students.
LeMoyne College.

1,000 Witnesses To Arkansas

)1*ByMon Claire
14 No. Main

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE...

Peace Corps
Volunteer Retuins
From Africa Tour

•$499
p3995

LONG FALLS
82995 83995
WIGLETS
695
LARGE WIGLETS
$1495

Get your
pilot light turned on

527-3619

WE HONOR
FIRST NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARD

EXPERT STYLING
$350
cLEAN,A STYLE

salvo

26feloollieiex

NOW...

pave you
tried Wonder
Bread lately?

USE
OUR
LAYAWAY'

Wnider Bread

helps build
strong.bodies
12 ways.
..11•11.

LEGAL NOTICE TO -BIDDERS
TheMemphis Housing Authority will receive Bids for the Painting of the Exterior of
Lemoyne Gardens Housing Project, Number; Tennessee 1-4, 1-4A until 10:00 o'clock
A. M. Central- Standard Time-on Friday, the 27th day Of September, 1968, at 700 Adam's
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee at which time and place all bids will be publicly4ened
ad read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including specifications, are on file at the
office of thetMemphis Housing Authority at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee,
where they may be obtained by those wishing to bid. .
Bid Security in the form of a Money Order, Certified Check or Cashier's Check; made
payable to the MemphisHousing Authority, or a satisfactory Bid Bond in the amount not
less than five percent (5`3%;) of the bid, will be required, and must accompany the bid.
a

• The successful bidder will be required to fu'rnish and pay for a satisfactory performance and payment bond.
Attention is called to the fait that not less than the minmum salaries and. wages os
set forth in the Specifications must be paid on this project. '
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids Or t'o
waive any informalities in the bidding and to award the contract to whomsoever it desires.

before the shivering,,begins!
Cold weather's closer than you think. And when the
first chilly morning arrives, you'll wish your pilot light
was turned on. Get it done now. This'll give you time
for any needed furnace repairs, and you'll be set for
winter without one uncomfOrtable moment. Call your
heating contractor, listed in the Yellow Pages. Or if
you want us to inspect and light your pilot light, mark
"yes" on this mcnth-'s utility bill.

Memphis Light, Gas & Water Division

No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of (30) days subsequent to the ,opening of
bids without the consent of the Memphis Housing Authority.
All Bidders must be licensed-contractors in the State of Tennessee and must submit evidence of some at the timiof opening of bids.
All Bidders must also have City of Memphis Privilege license and submit evidence
of same before commencing the work.
This document is and shail be a

part of the contract.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY

BY: Orel', LPdbet'e,
TITLE: Executive Director

t
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Till TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Followint Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
5274150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea

Society
Merry

a

Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWN
By ERMA LEE LAWS

Wolcott who Is

BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Broad Avon..
BELLS SUNDRY
943 Lauderdalis
526.9940
From Droll very Open 7 Days
9 a.m. • 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemorit
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue

XALL DRUG
RUSSELL
2445 Chelsea
S4LVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemorsi
948-4576
Pr•s. & Del. SOrVICIP.
SUAREZ PH4RMACY
1046 Thomas
'
11 5254811 — 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chilies
276.2588
Pres. Del. Service
SMITH SUNDIV
1447 Florida
SMITH'S i'EXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Varianten*,
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentin•
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverags
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town hires.
papers
10 N. Main
5264648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pr•s. & Del. Service

TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Tripp
TR.IPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance,
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avant*

•••••.•

:row.

WELLINGTON SUN

WADLINGTON
a college senior
251 E. *Lamar*
and hick- Wolcott, a graduate
"If you never stick your ,of Harvard Law School.
POST OFFICE ET
WARES SUPERMA
BEALE BRANCH
226 W. Brooks R
Among the other guests
neck out, you'll never et
PANTAZE DRUG 52
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
bidding the well liked couple
209 Bms Is
WORLD NEWS
1560 S. Parkway E.
your head
a hove
the farewell were the Rev. and
N•wirrpocs
aim..
PROSPECT REXALL
JEFFERSON
GROCERY
From MI To
Mrs. H. H. Jones, she's the
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
crowd " Apples of Gold. "
115 Morwo•
nue
director of the Center; the
AT , THE - ALTAR — Mr.
'Church during recent wedformed the ceremony. (ConJIFFY SUNDRY
ROYAL SUNDRY
5264970
ding. Seen in center is Rev.
2495 Carnes
2509 Park Avenue
WEDDING NOTES. . .Arnet- Rev. and Mrs. James Lawson, and Mrs. Booker T. Chattinental Photo)
LENOW SUNDRY
452-3101
2086 Ch•Isla
R. W. Norsworthy, pastor
ta Mims became the bride of Milton Thomas, Sam Ruther- man are seen at the altar
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
LINCOLN SUNDRY
Speedy Delivrify
of the church, who per.
Sgt. Alfred E. Morris of At- ford. Daniel Ward. Mrs. Mary of the Mt. Moriah Baptist
1918 Lauderdale
652 Richmond
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
lanta in a candlelight cere- R. Brooks and Mrs. Catherine
WELLINGTON
ST. SUNDRY
2268 Pork Ave.
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
Social Club. A graduate of Knox918 S. Wellington
mony at the Mississippi Blvd. Terrell. Special guests dining
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO. 429 S. Orleans
;
PRESCOTT DRUGS
ville College, she is a mem1804 S. Bellevue
Christian
Chur ch Sunday amidst a profusion of pink
S. Bellevue &Gill
SANDERS DRUG CO.
J&J SUNDRY
ber of Delta Sigma Theta Soevening. The charming young gladioli and white chrysanLITTLE LITE SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
565 S. Parkway E.
rority,
1649 Latham
bride is the daughter of Mr. and themums , were Mrs. Sam
PEARSON GRO. •
948.4531
GENERAL DRUGS
The groom is a graduate of
-3540 Woo ver Rd.
and Mrs. Jessie Bussey of Brown and Mrs. Lawrence Coe.
251 W. Mitcho.11
Mt. Pisgah High School and is
Atlanta.
And Mrs. Georgia Miller
DOW a member of the Memphis
Prior to the nuptials the Pierce entertained Mrs. Marie
Pdlice department
Hicks
of
Los
Angeles
Booker Taliaferro Chatman fon fashioned with matching,
bride was feted with a kitchen King
champagne luncheon
and bathroom shower by Mrs. with a
satin around a jewel neckline
gala of Cordova, Tennessee, and
Charles L. Boyle Jet her home recently. Guests at this
with satin bows in back-Sleeve.
the
function
included
midday
Miss Lucille Tunstall, daugh- less A-line style.
on Gilmore Road,
honoree's sister, Mrs. Grace
Talking happy talk with the King Tardy, Mrs. Lillian New- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert .The bridesmaid's
headpieces'
bride were Miss Barbara Neal, man, Mrs. Odessa Whitney.
were three tiers of maize tulle
Mrs. Daisy Jarrell, Mrs. Milli- Mrs. Emma Evans, Mrs. Mari Tunstall, Sr. of 2675 Supreme caught by three
bows in tintedcent Hostin, Mr. and Mrs. lyn Halfacre, Mrs. Dorris' Ave., were united in marriage to-match fabric.
Mrs.
1
Helen
King,
Bowes,
Mrs.
Ernest Grant, Mrs. Patricia
Shaw, Mrs. Laura Cade, Mrs. Doris Higgins also from the during a double ring cere- Mrs.. Robert Tunstall Sr.
Mable Phillips, Mrs. Samuel City of the Angels, Mrs. Jessie,
mother of the bride wore a
Peace, Mrs. Emma L. Wilson, Wilson, Mrs.- Alberta Remmet, mony at Mt. Moriah Baptist turquoise chiffon sheath style
Mrit. Bern ardine Holmes, Mrs. Hattie Harmon, Mrs. Church recently,
dress with flowing panels to
Mrs. Foster Johnson, Mrs'. BeLtrice Crenshaw, Mrs. Pauhemline-jeweled cuffed neckLucy Coleman, Mrs. Cora line Cardue Reed, Mrs. Made- The marriage rites were per- line, sleeve-less, and a cockBillbrew, Mrs. Maggie Lane., line Whitney, Mrs. Beatrice
tail hat in tinted-to-match fabHolmes, formed by the Rev. R. W. lie
, Scott, Mrs. Euia
and Mrs. Viola LaMondue.
Mrs. Ruth Lucked. Mrs. Milun- lerine Thorirtbn and Mrs. Pearl ors wOrthv
as Arnetta
Watching
-•
The Bride attended Melrose
naid.
wrapped the shower gifts were mcD,
The altar flowers were sun- High School and was a memMrs. Elois Washington, Miss
ber of the National Honor
Marva Brown, Mrs. Elnora On the week-end Mrs. Pierce burst gladiolus arrangements Society, Student Council,
Quiznephew
her
had
houseguests,
phillips,
Johhetta
Was
King,
Em-On The Air, the Charmettes
Mrs.
Nelson'
in
Dr.
and
white
and cathedrals canMiss Paulette 'Sanford, Miss and niece.
dies were placed along the
Mailaine Grant, Mrs. H.L.1Sorrell, from Chicago.
Jackson and Mrs. James Rob- MORE VISITORS. . .Mrs.'aisles. Music was furnished by
Mrs.- Charles Jones and Mrs.
inson.
James Clarke and her son
• Culinary artists for the oc- Bobby are visiting her par- Horace King!
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles The bride's gown was forPorter, Mrs. Maggie Lane Johnson and herteen-age sis- mal
length white organza fashMiss
Wilson.
Emma
Mrs.
and
Cheryl from Hampton, ioned with re - embroidered
ter
Wit n coupan below and $5 additional purchase
Glenda
DyAnne Boyle, Miss
Va. They're awaiting their Air Alencon lace appliques and
Boyle and Miss Paulette San- Force hubhy and father Jimmy seed
pearls over the entire
ford, were co-hogesses con- to Pet' stet oned in the
MAXWELL HOUSE, CHASE & SANBORN,MARYLAND CLUB,FOLGERS
sleeveless
A-line style with
ducting the bridal games along pines
where they tvill join him. built-1 chapel train. Her veil
34t OFF 6 OR 10 OZ, INSTANT)
with Mrs. Daisy Jarrell.
was of chapel-length French
And then in a quiet cere- The Johnsons have also had
mony before members of the, their mother Mrs. • Florence imported silk Illusion mantilla,
family, Miss Mignottee Morris Jones, viang them from- her highlighted by peau d' angel
lace. She carried a bouquet
With coupon below
and George H. Brown, Sr., home in • Brimingha m.
of white roses.
exchanged wedding vows and
Bob
left immediately for a honey- " And Mr. and Mrs.
of The maid of honor was the
slew
a
had
have
Roberts
l $5 additional purchase
moon in Florida.
summer
and
I bride's younger sister Miss!
the
over
guests
Front St. Theatre honored
Margaret Tunstall. Her dress
/
Zina Bethune, star of "Sweet most recently was their sister and flowers, were yellow Fuji
Lb
and
Mr.
law,
in
brother
and
company
Charity" and the
Mums with moss velvet ribbon.
Defrom
House,
Walter
Mrs.
with a midnight supper Saturbeau- The bridemaids, Miss Irma
.0000,
***
* ***
day night at the Rib Shack. troll. Their brillant and
Ezell daughter of Mr. and Mrs.;
Claudia
Atty.
daughter
teous
coopEven the heavens lent its
frequent Edison Ezell of 1805 Keltneri
eration and held back the rain Morcam has been a
visitor to the RAertses and Circle; Miss Gwendolyn Sneed'
for the patio party.
Tom of 419 East McLemore; ancil
-a01100.11111
Piece de resistance was fin. she and her mate Atty.,
4 1.4
.111r." .4rIsi .13 PAW
4 ,,0•015
411451111111" Sellhq.
MI Mrs. Cheryl Richmond daugh-I
years
two
spending
are
.
ger licking barbecued ribs,
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
.Frankt
,
Greek Salad, and a kiss ofi Europe.
OOP'
Scott of 121 Dunnavant
the hops.
And then Attie Mae and,
'
Beautiful soul sister Betsy Bob have had cousins, Eula The
bridesmaid's oi.•sses
Dickerson of Ptully plays a Harris, from Durham where were formal length maize
prominent role in the play as
she was head of ,the Ordinary; ----well a s h andsome Larry Department of North Carolina'
Vickers from Stanton, Vir- Mutual Life Insurance CornCook,
M r s . Reva
ginia.
pany before retirement, visitDirector of Public Relations ing on heeway to California,
for the theatre and Alfred Al- Bill Foster, another cousin I
perin, Chairman of the Board from Alcorn College where hel
of Governors of the theatre is Dean of Men, Gordon Perry,'
were mingling among the gay another cousin who is Travelcrowd most graciously as can ing. Auditor of North Carolina
be attested by Miss Jane and friends Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Johnican, Mr. and Mrs. Harper Suggs from Detroit who were
Brewer, and yours truly.
also.visiting Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Charlesteen Miles bade Dr. Johnson.
and Mrs. Wolcott Dunham
farewell with a delightful lun- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin MalunPlay the exciting TV game
cheon at Morrision's Midtown. da, Sr.. bad their neice and
Dr.
"Win With The Stars" every
Dr. Wolcott sibs Associate nephew, Maxine and
Director of Research for the Harvey Thomas visiting them
:Sunday Night, at 7:30 P.M.
CHANNEL S
Veterans Hospital and has from Muncie, Indiana. The
on Channel 5, WMC-TV. It's
the
with
position
accepted a
Thomases and their - little
WMC-Ty
a game the whole family
Bar daughter Susan were just back
Hospital in
Veterans
will enjoy. There are win7:30
Convention
P.M.
Maine.
Harbor.
from* the Dental
ners each week and you
The Wolcotts lived here for in Houston, Mexico and New
SUNDAY
twenty-two years and were Orleans.
could be one of the lucky
early
bettering
in
active
410
very
winners so pick up your
NIGHT
the
cousins
their
found
They
10,
childhood.
FREE
just
Jrs.
Game Card a: BIG
Malunda,
Both were members of the Melvin
STAR Today! No Purchase
Board of Directors of the Pros- back from travels also, Elsie
brother
necessary.
pect Day Care Center, and had traveled with her
to Cleveland
hae. been since the beginning Omar Robinson
ilk.,
ad&
had
Melvin
and
Chicago
and
school.
of the
Enjoying the luncheon with been down to Miami and the
their parents were Miss Anne Bahamas.

PLAN 11
meat,
pita! SI
Alumnae
annual 1

Miss Lucille Tunstall
Bride Of. Policeman

Son

•
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tatad4 *so Zoo

FREE100
QUALITY
STAMPS

HAVE
YOU TRIED
WONDER BREAD
LATELY?

FF E
r•--I

******

WIN
up

ee

to

Witgti

IT'S
TOO SMOOTH
FOR WORDS

99

50

AVM?

NO

AtiPAP
OtDeST

ENGLISH
MARRET„.

LARGEST
WIG SHOP

-.GIN.kovs

1'11hAdil 31J.M7
HUMAN
GOODS

EXTRA QUALITY

Chose & Sanborn.'

Wigs

...

819.75
$ 7.90

$39.60
•S‘

falls

r..0%* IC46; Chin NFU IP i!
.ilr% • %110.POr • ye iosi1,404Sillt1lliN6.
F.'-'04 us,
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Foloors,Caffso.• Lb, 394
With thin ati .pon annd PS
additional glitchisee excluding tobacco, milk, and frogen milk products. One coupon to a family. Inspires
SEPTEM E

Wigleits

94 So. Mein

Maryland Clot,,

111$11TI1,IAD DRY

STYLE 53-%

INN*
NAIR

100

Max•w•I I Mauve ,

3RD

NOTE: $10 additional purchos•
required to redeem both 15 purchase

With M. coupon
additional purchase,•xclud
ing tobacco, milk, and
frozen milk products. One
coupon to a family. Eipires
SEPTEMBER 3RD

Coupon,

Cascade Curls
41•40nem Atexper4
tatostses-cheat* Amami
'
,

WIG SERVICE BY LICENSED SEAUTICIANS
TENNESSEE BOARD Of COSMETOLOGY
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Harold Campbell, at right, A & P store
manager, confers with Roger Baskin, at
left, and Rufus LOtts as part of new training Wynn m designed to develop future

;$ •

store managers and other key personnel in
the Chicago area. Candidates receive intensive training in all phases of supermarket operation.

Be Happy Shop lucky
7,04cte foce alweufrit 'wave

a

PLAN FASHION SHOW —
The City of Memphis Hospital School of Nursing
Alumnae will present its
annual Fall Fashion Show

In the Skyway of the Sheraton•Peabody on Sunday,
Sept. 29, from 6 to 9 p.m.
Seen here making plans.
from left, are Mrs. Mar-— -

gie
Whitney, president;
Mrs. K i n chelow, Mrs.
Mary Sneed, secretary;
Mrs. Gloria Boyd, Miss

QUALITY
STAMPS

Edna Dennis and Mrs. Florine Rainey, chairman of
the program committee.
(Photo by Continental)

Son Of YMCA Founder Visits Relatives Here
Dr. and Mrs. Charles R. Physicians and Surgeons, of College of Education,
hasI presently a student at the Bank
Lawrence, Jr., of Pomona, which she is a graduate,
served as a research assistant Street College of Education.
.Y., were guests here recent- The Lawrences
are the par at Einstein Medical College.
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence left
ly of Mr. and Mrs. William C. ents of one son and two daughIn September, she will enter Memphis for Stephens College
Weathers of 666 Pontotoc at.
tars. The son, Charles R. Law- Harvard University as a felat Columbia, Mo., for a five.:
Dr. Lawrence is the brother rence HI, graduate of Haver- low studying
for a Ph.D. de- day conference of Kent Fel-'
of Mrs. Weathers and the son ford College, is this summer gree in sociology.
•
lows, who are sponsored by
of the late Mr. and Mrs. leading a Crossroads Africa
Charles R. Lawrence. Their Group in Nigeria. He will be Paula, who is Mrs. John Weh- the Danforth Foundation.
father was the founder and a senior this fall in the Yale miller, also a graduate of He is a member of the Se-'
Swarthmore, has studied at lection Committee for Kent
first executive director of the School of Law.
Abe Scharff branch of the Their oldest daughter, Sara,"the Art Student League, and is Fellowships.
-p
—
YMCA.
is a graduate of Swarthmore
Dr. Lawrence is professor of College and the Banks Street
sociology and chairman of the
RATS ARE COSTLY
department at Brooklyn ColATLANTA, — (UPI) — The
lege at Brooklyn, N.Y.
100 million rats that infest the
Mrs. Lawrence is a child United States cost the nation
psychiatrist and p ractices more than el billion in conpyschoanalysis in
Rockland taminated food and in properBARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
County, just outside New York ty damage, plus the huge loss
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGI
City, and is known profession- from rat-borne diseases, acAND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
ally as Dr. Margaret Lawrence. cording to researchers at OrShe is on the staff in child kin Exterminating Company,
MONEY LOANED
psychiatry at the Harlem pest control concern. It 'is esON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
Hospital Center in New York timated there are at least 50
City and a member of lhe de- million rats on farms, 30 mil176 II 171 SEAL STREET IA 6-5300
partment of psychiatry of the lion in towns and 20 million
Columbii University College of in cities

THAN'S
LOAN I FFICE
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With coupon

below and $5 additional purchase

NOTE: $10 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE REQUIRED TO REDEEM BOTH $5 COUPONS
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'9E79 :WHERE THE WINNERS ARE
$13,000 IN CASH AND 0 PRIZES AWARDED TO DATE IN '68!
Now Esso's New Tiger Head Contest to Award
Over $5,000 Additional Cash to WMC Listeners!
WMC Radio listerners have won more than $13 000 in cash and prizes --from automobiles and
color TV sets to Polaroid cameras-- so far in 1968 . And now your Esso dealer is sponsoring
a great nd new WMC contest for hundreds of dollars in cash each week! Nothing to buy ,
nothing to fill out. Just drive into your nearest Esso station and pick up up your free Esso
Tiger head for your car antenna. Tiger "head-hunter" will be on the prowl, reporting license
numbers of Tiger Head cars so that winning drivers' name can be announced on WMC.
Announcements of winners begin Monday, Sept. 9. Pick up your Tiger Head today, and listen
to Radio 79 for details. It pays to listen to WMC Radio!
•aift

,

Presented by Your
-•.•••••
*a.

Another Great "Sound - of the South "
•-•

Dealer aid Humble
Oil and Refining Co
-

WMC
radio
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Kodak Issues Revision
Of Master Photoguide

Air Fcrçe To Set Up
ROTC At Mitchell Hi

Publication of a completely, tor dials which provide such
well-, information as depth-of-field,
edition of the

revised

known
Mitchell

High

is one

School

of the 55 newly

selected

high

schools that will offer the Air
Force

Junior

beginning

ROTC

this

fall,

according at

fifty's

of

Air

The

bring

55

new

the

total

Junior

Mitchell

Major

schools
number

Aerospace

Edu-

for the

ROTC
High

Air

AR-21) include updated informotion on such subjects as
film Speeds, flash guide num•
bers, and filter recommenda-

program

School

as

is

command pilot,
weather forecaster and an asAerowill sistant Professor of
space
Studies
in
the
Force
Air
of
a

112.

By

the

fall

of 1970,

Air

Memphis state University from
1959 to 1963. Prior to his new
program, manned by
assignment
Major
Woollard
Air Force
personnel,

dory schools.

This
retired

COMMENCEMENT

ER

—

SPEAK-

class
chats
with
President James Edward

cage,

Robert

Atty.

L. Tucker, center, of Chi•

Hollins, left, of

Memphis

and Dr. Hubert
the
dean
of

H. Crouch,
Graduate

expanded
expoture
recommendations for close-up
flash pictures and instructions
for making a simple focusing
and framing device from a

Atty. Tacker is a 1951 graduate of Tennessee State.

piece of cardboard. There are
of updated calcula-a clamber

t

Tennessee graduates. . .you have acquired
State Universtiy awarded 100 more knowledge .than ever bemaster's degrees at its sum- fore available to man."
"Three-fourths of the science
director of ground mer Baccalaureate-Commencement exercises last week, a you have -Learned is less than

—

Section

male high'served as
school students and will include' training with 111-Air,
porated
at Memphis
some 96 classroom hours of!
politan Airport.
is

open

to

all

tions.
Also included in the list of
revisions is an enlarged closeup lens section
which now
includes

School, just before summer
baccalaureate • commencement on Sunday, Aug. 25.

274 Awarded Degrees
Summer Exercises
Classified Ad

Before his retirement from
the Air Force in 1999 with over:
.Force Junior ROTC units are'20 years of active serviee, he
expected to be in 275 secon- taught Air
Force ROTC at
aohools hosting the program to

Pho-; flash

exposure

makes
size
Its
pocket,
in
carry
to
convenient
it
purse, or camera hag

settings, flood-

announced light exposure settings, and ef•
Company. fective f-numbers with an exChanges in the guide (No. tended lens.

0. Slaton Woollard, who

Univer- served

Air Force ROTC.

as

Instructor

program Force

to Brig. Gen. Donald F. Blake,
Commandant

Named

Master

WANTED — -COLORED DEALER
Incor- record high for any commence- 20 years old. . .This could only for sales and service of new space
design cleavers. $500 investment seMetro- ment, according to Dr. Hubert happen in America, and much cured by doerchandise required. Sales
experience helpful, we will train and
H. Crouch, dean of the Gradu- is expected of. you with this assist
in organizing your own busiinstruction
each
year. Con-i
knowledge," the Commissioner ness. For information can 324-6107.
ate School.
A native of Critteaden CounL. continued.
Robert
speaker
Guest
centration will be on the broadti
HELP WANTED, FEMALE
ty, Arkansas, Major Woollard
At
the
President's
Buffet
Tucker, a Chicago attorney,
3 Neat appearing ladies with car to
spectrum of aerospace know- graduated from high school in
Supper
the night before, Dr. help with our fall rush of
classes,
graduating
told the
business.
Kemper
ledge and will be of equal aca- Marion, Ark., from
receiving William N. Jackson, Dean of Three hours day or evening.
including
the
174
$35
per
week.
One
Military
manager opening.
School,
Booneville, bachelors degrees, to forget Faculty, told the 274 graduate
'
s Write:
demic quality and compatible
C. C. Broyle
Missouri, and attended Missis1805 W. Holmes Road
its methods in with their parents. "As you
past"
and
"the
S; with other high school cours- sippi State College before enMemphis 38109
dealing with the "corruption move into the future, develop
es. Course work
your career and your personal
HELP WANTED
will stress tering the service during World of modern America."
War II.
reeks, Chicken Packers.
Mr. Tucker, a Chattannoga, demeanor in a manner to _serve
7 civil aviation
and
aerospace
Jack PIrtle Drive In
native
who was graduated from as a model for Negro youth.
In 1955 he attended Florida
1217 s. Melliewee
—industries as well as the millTennessee State in 1951, con- Help them to observe Negroes
-•-tary aspects of aerospace pow- State University under the pro*FOE SALE
at
work
in
the
professions
and
having
"America
is
visions of an Air Force educa- tinued
disaster," in technical occupation. Help New and Used Familiars & Appliance.
romance with
a
tion program and graduated
We carry notes on used merchandise
pointing out that "this univer- them to understand the signi- Call: Chaska Furniture & Appliance
with a degree in Business Ad527-6133
of
Necontributions
sity has committed you to' a ficant
' Reel suffer agony. Get ORA-JEL, In secondg
't '5u get relief from throbbing toothache pain. ministration.
frightened groes—individually and collec- BEE LINE FASHION needs 3 womfrightening
a n d
put on -pain's 'one. Until you can see your
tively—to the growth and de- en in this area to show nationally
"."`M•itIst, do as millions do-use Oftill-nl. Root
Major and Mrs. Woollard, the world."
advertised lines. Free clothing plus
i'minded by many denHe said the federal govern- velopment of this great nation. profit. No canvassing or collecting.
former Frances Dockery Banks
'Slats. Ask pharmaclit far
He
added,
Use
of car necessary.
"The
future
of
Sen.
James
0.
ment
is
paying
!Eliegsw--ww•wl--lt
of
Clarkedale, Ark., and their
orakjel•
Phone 398-7634 after 5 P.m.
country and of the Negro
-children make 1091 Wildleaf Eastland of Mississippi $163,000 our
N
not to grow food on his land American depends to a great
Cove their home.
br
thousands degree upon the excellence of
while
there
are
M.
the Negro college and upon
"starving in that state."
VIM&
cc
"'This corruption is like a the contributions of its gradEi
death"
he uates—graduales who by their HOLLYWOOD
and
CHELSEA —
romance
with
area. During good busiSh
said. Continuing he told the activities will move the Black Only one in show
books. Practically
ness. Will
GAS & DIESEL
graduates that they should not man higher and, higher on the *II new equipment. 615,000 with
Pe Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid "give up hope in your sey
all $10.000 down.
of 'excellence
in
it.
c12 scale
rtt Vacation. Local
aspects of society. The future Charles Moore
. truck leasing company has openings for Me- for knowledge and truth."
357-3333
276-0874
M. chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
your J. R. Atkins
Commissioner of Education of our country is in

NO MONEY DOWN
ON DEPENDABLE
G.E. APPLIANCES
.. take months to pay
on our "Few Pennies
a Day"

-

PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS
OINTMENT
Aga

GET FAST BLESSED PIRO FROM Tilt
IBRITATKIN AND SCRIM Of P51311.
ASH You NEM IMMO POSSIBLE PA
Al A LOW PRICE THAT WILL MEM 1St

PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" MIME ...
relieves the itching and irritation of tfile
ugly skin trouble. It remotes the scald.,
dissolves the horny skin. it is cooling end
soothing. It refreshes the skin, No matter
how long you have suffered try PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS' OINTMENT, and get the
fast Messed relief you have longed for from
the itching, irritation and scaling of psoriasis.
commis
4NOTNIN FRIER
AT ANY PRICE!
/
1
2 OZ.
ECONOMY SI/1 lie OZS ONLY 99c

0814

with the Peep-acting foamy inedication
of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. it beauty
bathes while it fights germs that often
aggravate perspiration °Op....makes
you sere you're nice to be neer.
P5151111 "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.

BAKERY

Lt. ,taood working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687. J. Howard Warf greeted the hands—your hands and those
Home Realty
Company
Bi
3,000 attending the ceremon- of many like you who are leavCARL
CARSON
LEASING
CORP.
2438 Chelsea
an
ies held in the W. J. Hale ing colleges and universities
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNrTY EMPLOYER
323-4024
Stadium.
He
addressed
the all over , the country at this HEN. ARA
graduates
saying
"that
as time of year."

GET HEAD-TO-TOE
PROTECTION
with the deep-acting foamy medication af
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty betties
while it Sets germs that often turavale perspiration odors , makes'you
sure you're nice to be near. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
Insist oritthe Blue di Gold package!

My grondsanhad been suffer.
ing from some strange ailment
since he was a baby. We took
him to several child specialists
hospitals trying to get him to
stand alone. At the age of four,
he was still unableto walk, crying continuously because of the
pain. We heard of REV. COSTOME and started attending his
service: taking our grandchild
along with us. One Sanday, he
told nr to come to the altar and
bring little William. He asked
the congregation to lain him in
prayer. He knelt and told God
about my child's suffering. When
Ire finished praying, he instructed tli• child to come to him - a
miracle happened. My grandchild
up:liked for the first time. That
was four years ago. Today he
is a healthy boy goingto school.
MR. LUCIUS BRADLEY
REV. COSTONIE gave us a set
of prayers to carry, which have changed our lives. We have en.
joyed prosperity in health & man ay affairs. I have seen REV.
hCea
015a0pHrolbiew
E hes
ip
. hundreds of others with money, family and

the
COM
see

Aug

NE
brink
Lamo
tile a
who
on B
music

Theat
St. V

Anyone with a problem, should writs to him at 927 E. 47th Si.
60653. tie answers all who write. Coll for an appt. WA 4.4969.

Store

BUDGET STORE

FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

Downtown
I.

H.

in
Dirt, grease, grime and other poisonsand
skin
the air can raise havoc with suffer
the
may
skin
Delicate
complexion.
worst, and even normally healthy skin
can become Irritated. Blemishes, blotches
and blackheads may appear. Color, hue
and appearance of complexion May
change. Fragrant creamy white PALMER'S
a
"SKIN SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM is
medicated cream, containing the fell
mercury
ammoniated
official strength of
recognized by the United States Pharmacopeia as a local inhibitory antiseptic.
Its medical Properties are generally
recognized by the profession, and dermatologists often prescribe it. "SKIM NC`CESS" CREAM tones the shades of your
skin, for fairer, clearer, natural looking
loveliness. It fades freckles, removes
that weather-beaten sun tanned look,
aids in removing blackheads, smoothing
large pores. Wouldn't you like to try
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" BLEACH
CREAM?

READ THIS AMAZINGSTORY - EVERY WORD
IS TRUE. WHAT PRAYER AND REV. COSTONIE
DID FOR /AY LITTLE GRANDSON,
Wm. Bradley, Says Mr. Lucius Bradley.

MECHANICS WANTED

M•mphis. Greatest

DOES AIR POLLUTION
IRRITATE YOUR SKIN?

(het

FROST-GUARD REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER never needs defrosting, not even in the
top freezer! 15.7 cu. ft.
capacity- $279

BUSINESS FOR SALE

c

GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION

129.95 FM/AM RADIO
with stereo FM;detachable speakers; console
in walnut finish -$79

- TOOTHACHE

SE

and•white.

toguide" has been
by Eastman Kodak

er.

cation

"KODAK

This sturdily covered book
incheit
3
4
3/
only
measuring
pagby 4 inches, includes 32
infor-taking
picture
still
of
es
mation for color and black-
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The

New higher
interest rates on
Savings Bonds
and Freedom Shares
/
401o 8
Now U.S. Savings Bonds pay 41
new Freedom Shares pay 5%.
Today, Savings Bonds are a better investment than
ever. Now they pay 4/
1
4% when held to maturity. And
new Freedom Shares pay a full 5% when held to
maturity.
Freedom Shares are still sold on a one-for-one basis
with Series E Bonds, but now you can buy the cornbination any time at your bank—and not just on a regular monthly plan as before.
The higher interest rate on Savings Bonds applies not
only to the new ones you buy, but to your older ones
too for their remaining period to maturity—generally
effective with the first full six-months interest period
begirning on or after June 1. (Outstanding Freedom
Shares are no+ affected).
Buy Bonds and new Freedom Shares—help yourself
even more as you're helping your country.

$1.29
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
WITH THIS COUPON

•••
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EXPIRES SEPT. 15, 1968
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LOEB'S
TENNESSEE PIT BAR BO
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FULLY—PACKED BAR-B-0 6 PACK

•

4 REGULAR LOEB 30t HAMBURGERS
BEST ANYWHERE
89t
WITH THIS COUPON
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•

U.S.Savings Bonds/
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**__New
Freedom Shares
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BAN-B-Q
COUPON
BUY ONE $1.65 LOEB 6-PACX—CET
ONE 50t PINT 1.0E8 Bag 11E4N3

FREE
WITH 'THIS COUPON
1111XIMXIXIM•XXOXXXXIXIIIXXIMIX11111 XXIIIIC

AN Coupons good thru September's 1968
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Dick Gregory
To Sue Chicago
For
"I'll take this one all the
way to the Supreme Court if
I have to."
Presidential candidate and
Just hours before he revealcomedian Dick Gregory is plan- ed his plans to sue the
city,
ning to sue the city of Chicago Gregory had been released
are (from left) Rev. Calvin Morris„ &seefrom Cook County jail after Rev. Jesse L Jackson (second from right)
for 610 million.
eiate director, Operation Breadbasket; Mn
paying ;25 bond. He later ap- national director of Operation Breadbasket,
The snit will come as a re- peared in S. State st. court to Transit Workers in their strike against the
Willa Barrow, chairman of the unit's wpChicago Transit Authority. Scene was at
men's Div.; and Wayinon Benson, MTV's
sult of his arrest late Thurs- get a continuance in order that gives his group's support to the Concerned
chairman. (Daily Defender Photo by John
be
could
fly
to
London
to
film
news conference yesterday at Breadbasket's
day, Aug. 29th along with 400 two television
Gunn)
specials for the
headquarters
,
336
E.
47th
st.
Looking
on
The
demonstrators.
anti-war
British Broadcasting Company
arrest was part of the protest on the Democratic National
Convention and its resultant
coincided here violence.
SUMER'S GRADUATES —
and gown. On front row,
back row, from left, are action which
West Tennesseans earning
from
left, are
Gerald
Walter L. Burns, Memphis; with the Democratic National "White liberals have found
their bachelors degree at
Terrell, Millington, Misses
Robert Ray Menzies, Cam- Convention.
out what black militants have
the slimmer baccalaureate
Arble Zeus Williamson,
den; Ernest Davis„ Covingbeen talking about all this
cosnmeneement at TennesGregory, who will charge
Trenton; Velma Williams,
ton, and John Oaybon,
time. You didn't hear of any
see State University on
Alamo; and Marion CunMason.
false arrest in his la wsui t, outcry from the black commuAug. 25 pose hero in cap
ningham, Memphis.
On
nity about what happened in
said:
Chicago because it isn't any"They locked me up as I was thing new to them."
By FAITH CHRISTMAS
tion of the strike, similar to Breadbasket," Rev. Jackson
on my way home. They can't Gregory hinted that the hipthe Montogemery Bus Boycott, said, "want the crw to know
Ministers of Operation Breadpies will soon begin to "dis- basket of the Southern Christ- which adopted the slogan, that we support them in their
do that."
"walk in dignity rather than struggle for decent working
The comedian was arrested rupt the capitalistic process ian Leadership Conference an- ride in dishonor."
union
conditions, a d equate
and when that is done, Ameri- nounced Tuesday their support
NEW YORK — Just at the' Death came as the result of fire of Aug. 10. It is believed at 18th st. and S. Michigan ave. ca will come to a standstill."
representatioo, and for safety
however,
emphasized,
He
of the Concerned Transit Workafter a confrontation between
brink of a brilliant
for customers and employees.
career, burns which covered
more than that the fire started in a mat- demonstrators, police and Na- The comedian explained that ers' wildcat strike and out- that a bus boycott was not
Lamont Washington, a versatress in his bed where he was
time.
at
this
being
called
"We want the CTA and.the
tile and promising young actor 50 per cent of his body and sleeping.
tional Guardsmen. He was within the next 18 months lined plans to involve greater "We're just urging the comcity
to know that the grw
America
community
support.
"won't
exist
as
we
who was currently performing from internal injuries suffered
charged with disorderly conbuses
at
ride
munity
not
to
grievances
are morally sound.
Washington
was
one
of
the
know
it
if
we
don't
drasmake
on Broadway in the love-rock when he jumped two stories
duct.
The announcement was made
in
tic changes in our society." in a press conference in the this time to support the bus Black drivers, the majority
musical, "Hair" at the Biltmore from a window of his apart- 23 vibrant performers
Gregory explained that the
drivers in their fight for justice within CTA, deserve full repreTheatre died last weekend in ment to the roof of an adjoin- "Hair", a musical produced by
And the anti-war demonstrat- offices of SCLC at 477 W. 47th and respect," he stated.
Michael Butler and which has people with him were on their
sentation in the compnay *and
St Vincent's Hospital.
ing one-story building during a become a smash hit on Broad- way to a park near his home ors outside the Conrad Hilton St., by the Rev. Jesse L. Jack- When asked if the bus driv- union now.
hotel been black, the comic son, National Director of Op- ers were going to ignore a
way. The promising young sing- at 1451 E. 55th at.
"They should have recognier, dancer and comedian has "It wasn't 11 p.m. and the said, there wculd have been no eration Breadbasket.
court inju nction ordering tion", he added, "and bargtnappeared over 100 times in the parks were still open," he said, major outcry.
Key figures in the commun- them
back to work im- ing rights in order to resolve
supporting role of "Hud." Ear- "and we had every
legal right Gregory said the $10-million ity being asked to support the mediately, Rev. Jackson said: their complaints. And they
lier, the young entertainer was to go there."
He also explain- suit would be filed as soon as strike, now in its 11th day, "When more than 60 per should not be hindered by '
understudy to Sammy Davis, Jr ed
that tear gas was used to his lawyers drew up the briefs. include Cardinal Cody of the cent of the black bus drivers racist tactics designed to _prein the New York production of
scatter
the marchers at the Earlier in the year, Gregory Chicago Archdiocese the Chi- hardly have a discernible per- vent the legitimate expression
"Golden Boy."
Southside intersection because, called off his planned demon- cago Church Federation and cent of executive offices in of productive men."
of . Concerned the CTA and union. . . . they The CTW was not meant:to
Critics heralded the 'produc- "there were 3,000 people there strations at the Democratic organizations
have already been enjoined. . . be a black racist group, Rev.
tion by lyricist James Radio and all were ready to go to National Convention because, Parents.
and composer Galt Mac Der- jail, but the police couldn't as he put it, "the city was too Rev. Jackson said local car,the conditions they are sub- Jackson indicated, since the
volatile" in the wake of the lots will be contacted for car, jected to are already tant- conditions under which black
mot as the top musical success handle them."
assassination of Dr. Martin pools to service the black, amount to an injunction."
bus drivers work affect white
of the season.
I
In speaking of his lawsuit, Luther King, Jr.
community during the dura-' "The ministers of Operation'drivers also.
By BOB HUNTER
wildcat strike in as many A reviewer, John S. Wilson, Gregory said:
Times demonths on Sunday, Aug. 25. in the New York
scribed the Broadway cast
Defendants in a suit filed by just
•
one day before the Demorecordings of the musical cometile Chicago Transit Authority cratic
National Convention
dy, by attributing among other
(CTA) against striking black
bus drivers are due in Circuit! Previously, they had struck things, the voices of Lamont
Court today in order to show during the holiday week of .Washington and Melba Moore
cause why they should not be July 4, crippling transportation who appeared and sang with
held in contempt for failure to over all the Southside of the him in the musical, as "two
obey an injunction instructing city and some parts of the ; fresh voices bringing vitality
and a sure knowledge of the
Northside.
them to return to work.
approach to everything
soul
The original hearing had The strike is not directed
been set for Tuesday, but it against the CTA itself. It is hey • sing."
was continued until Wednesday"aimed against the Amalgamat- Frederick O'Neal, president
by Judge Walker Butler be-d Transit Workers Union, lo of Actors Equity Association,
cause none of the black drivers cal 241 to which the 'drivers had commented that "Washington had one of the greatest poturned up in court.
belong
tentials for the musical theaJudge Antler at first ordered
ter I'd Seen in a long time."
CTA
the
it
is
Nevertheless,
defense counsels Wilson Frost
The Biltmore Theatre was
and Nathaniel Howse to pro.' which is being effected the
dark for 'several evenings as a
estisome
According
to
most.
p.m.,
duce their clients by 2
memorial to the young actor.
Tuesday, however, he changed mates the company is losing Many Broadway actors .and
the session until today after between $150,000 to $175.000 actresses, including other celeFrost and Howse argued that a day from the strike.
brities of th•clirsatertainment
they could not contact the de- 1 Yet, the CTW, which claims world• attended' the funeral.
fendants in so short a time
a membership of 4000 bus dri- Washington is survived by
The dissident black bus dri- vers of some 8,500 members of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
'ars, who call themselves the local 241 insists that the major Vernon Washington and two
Concerned
Transit Workers dispute is with the local leader- sisters. He was a native New
'Yorker.
(CTW'), pulled off their second ship.
By DONALD MOSBY
mew neemese men Writer)

Breadbasket Supports
CTA Strike;MakesPlans

Hair'Actor, Washington, Dies

MORE ON STRIKE

Black Bus Drivers
Answer Suit Today

Have you tried
Wonder Bread
lately?
hear
better than
ever

FRANK
LIBERTO

GENE
BERRETTA

9
6
8

Introduce your wholefamily to the men who madet,America great!

MOTORS
"Nation's Cleanest Cars
at the Nation's Lowest Prices"

THE AMERICAN HERITAGE
12-VOLUME SET OF

PRESIDENTS
AND FAMOUS AMERICANS

See Either of
These Top
Salesmen

Outstanding features of this remarkable 12-volume set:

4
LAWRENCE,
Rep,
Impala 2—dr. Hardtop
Chevrolet
:
c k965
$1,495
Extra clean
Air
—
Bel
Chevrolet
1 1965
$1,095
1 1965 Malibu Convert Extra Clean
Fully Factory.Equipt $1595
1 1963Cadillac Convertible—Fully Fact.Equipped
$1,495.

JIMMY

"IF YOU WORK YOU RIDE"

ROY THOMAS, Rep.
Repossessed:
Jaguar XKE—Pay 3 Notes:,$89.72
1 1966.
Take up balance
Double Sharp
$2,295
1 1967 Galixie 500 2D H.T.
1 1963 Mercury—Nice Second Car
8495
WEEKS.SPECIAL
1 1968 Mustang
$1,995
"WE FINANCE EVERYBODY"

Tel. 911527-4351
114 So. Third Street
Memphis, Tennessee

• All thirty-six Presidents plus over two hundred other famous
Americans.
• More than 1,000 illustrations including glorious4u11-color
pictures of authentic Americana and a magnificent fullpage portrait of each President.
• Over 525 pages of Special Picture Portfolios illustrating
each President's personal and public life.

Available
Now....
at your

• An information roundup for every President providing
quick, easy reference to the key facts and important events
of his life and administration.
• Foreword to Volume I by famed historian and Pulitzer
Prize-winner Bruce Canon.
• Newly created !vibe editors of American Heritage and
published by Deli. Complete Index in Volume 12.

BUY
A BOOK A WEN
vamps1 only
Volumes 1141

490
991
.publish.d'bymi
•
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Football League only because the game, Dale Livingston kickEmerson Boozer
was hurt ed a short field goal, his second
late in the year, didn't expect of the night to clinch the victo be ambushed by an ex- tory.
S.
pension team put together by Monk Williams, who set
SENGALS CLAW JETS.. cinnati Bengal., did
expendables from around the most of the scoring records
just that, In Memorial Stadium.
As coach Paul Brown put pulling a 13-9
the past four years at Arkansurprise over the The Jets, a team many ex- league.
It, "When you play a big team, New York
Jets last Friday perts feel dropped the Eastern The Bengals roared back in sas AM&M in Pine Bluff, promyou go all out." His CM- night before
nearly 25,000 fans Division tiUe of the American the last quarter behind a 70- ises to be a top kickoff and
yard drive engineered by for- punt return specialist for the
mer University of Tennessee Bengals. Williams weighs in
quarterback Dewey "Swamp at 155 and his number six just
Rat" Warren. The big plays about covers his entire jersey.
during the march were key Vannette Johnson, who didn't
passes pulled in by San Jose have to worry about a running
State split end Saffold Saint game while Williams was in
which were good for 10 and the lineup for the Golden Lions,
21 yards. Once inside the drove over with U.S. Grant
Jets 30 hard running Paul and former LeMoyne coach
Robinson was fed the pigskin Bo Spearman to watch the
for four consecutive carries to deminutive Williams strut his
give the fired-up Bengals a stuff.
first down on the seven, for
A thorn in the side of Joe
three whacks straight ahead Namath's pass receivers was
Estes Banks of Colorado won another All-Southwest
perhard earned yardage to the former in the person of
Al
one. On fourth down Warren Beauchamp of Southern Unifaked into the line and Banks versity. Namath hit on 12
"Know It And Your Won't Ow•
of
It"
took the handoff and raced to 25 throws, however, many aethe end zone corner before rials were on target
and
the stacked up Jets could re- dropped. New York scored
cover.
its points on Jim Turner's three
The Jets couldn't move with field goals.
the ensuing kickoff, and with JAMBOREE USHERS
less than '..wo minutes to go in PIGSKIN
BACK FROM HAWAII —
member of a team of ecoThe Prep League football Dr. and Mrs. R. Grann
nomic educators sent there
season gets underway this Lloyd and their daughter,
for an institute by the U.S.
week. Some of the games Jacqueline Michele, have
Office of Education. Makhave been scheduled as after- returned to Nashville from
ing the trip with the Lloyds
CAN YOU USE
noon contests. The Red Di- the University of Hawaii
was Mrs. Clinton Hodges,
vision teams got the best of where Dr. Lloyd was a
(extreme left) of Chicago,
MORE
the Blue Division squads with
CBHS, the defending
'MIAA
champion, again looking plenCONVENIENT
ty tough.
LOCATIONS
The Brothers drove for a 80
wets, YOMS
OU
yard touchdown against Father
Oft IRMIRINFOAL
Bertrand in the final quarter
411111,1C4•
of last week's Jamboree in
Memorial Stadium. CBHS will
Miss Lillian Davis, 21,1 develop the necessary
educat- ,
again be the team to beat in
daughter
of Mrs. Teoia Davis,' ional, vocational and sociafl
League.
the AAA
1839 Boxtown Road, Memphis, abilities to become a healthy!
citizen, wife, or mother.
was graduated from the— t
Louis Job Corps Center fr
Women last week after co
pleting graphic arts and bu
ness and clerical training.

1968

Sports Horizon.

'4.

—SAY'S—

Back. To School

Radio 1070
Studying Helps You "Get To It"
... Faster!
•),
Soul Power

WDIA

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

8

Soul Power

Graphic Arts Course
Taken In Job Corps

•Have you tried

WONDER BREAD
lately?

A model student, she lived
in the honor dormitory, and
was a member of the Fine
Arts and the Arts and craft
Clubs.

"It's firmer and full-bodied—
real spreadable."

"It's got a richer,
deeper flavor."

•gc::::..-:,:•.,..

The Sales People
At Our Store Enjoy
Waiting On You At Lunch
Hour, Or Any Time...
Eat With Us, And Do
Your Shopping-All On
"ONE FLOOR"
Cafeteria Open
7:00 AM. Daily
Except Sunday...

As part of her business and
clerical training, she completed classes in shorthand, typing.
office
practice
and
office
machines.

The St. Louis Job Corps Center for Women, like the 17
other women's centers across
the country, is more than a
job training program. The Center exists to help young women

sion of Business and Head
of Business Administration
at Tennessee State, Dr. Lloyd is a U.S. Office of
Education consultant. Mrs.
Lloyd is a meniber of the
,English faculty at Tennessee State. Their daughter
is a June honor graduate
of Pearl High in Nashville.
Among
the
scholarshi
40
ps
/
she received are the Sertoma nub and the Mph
Kappa Alpha Sorority. -

KR.ESS

Miss Davis, who enrolled
at the Center in April, 1967,
took prevocational courses in
basic education and home and
family living. She learned all
phases of offset printing in
the Center's print shop. However, she specialized as a
dark room assistant—operating the process camera and
developing negatives.

A 1966 high school graduate,
Miss Davis joined Job Corps
when she was unsucessful in
her efforts to find employment
because of her lack of job
skills. She was recruited by
the Memphis branch of Women
in Community Service (WICS).
a national volunteer organization
which recruits
and
screens young women for Job
Corps.

Dr. Lloyd's sister. The
group spent ten days in
Hawaii following the institute. Director of the Divi-

(iziTESs)

Store&
(Vheal-fam ilY
the

Be thrifty ...91°PICte:
s

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
-tete ..eyff: 9:30
Ea° P.M. 140"."409.
9:30 til 5:30 p m. Tug., , Wed , rei., spool
There, Ni,.. t,I 9:00 p,fn, Fp. Breakfast id
De.ly •.c•r.
ain Street s„
-°,;::
'
,
"°
"
n "

9 North
M

The Quality Remains ...
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
- You'll w ear Stacy-Adams Shoes
for years—knowing they'keethe
finest you can buy. Fine handcraftsmanship. . .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. -. . assure you,
instant and -everlasting comfort—
plus smart good looks that'll carry
you through many seasons.

LEO KING
30/60 DAY CHARGE

6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE

Cinnamon Brown.Genuine aligator Black only.Black smooth
calf and
lizard. Moccasin overlay front com- genuine shark-skin gored.
Slip-on,
bine with rich brown smoot'a Calf. leather lined, leather rub.
hee1.12
Gored top slip on. Leather lined. edge sole.

$490°
"'Ever see toast

perfect as this?"

$4100

"Slices seem to stay
fresher longer."

Wonder's new extra-step baking process
makes it better than ever.

WONDE
4.
Helps tiikistrong

$3800
Black or Brown polished kid low
blucher, rubber heel, 12 edge sole,
white sole stitching, black-polished kid.

e..78PEASLEY•JONES•RAGLAN
SOUTEI MAIN STREET
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YOU CAN

LOWER
YOUR

FOOD COSTS
WITH
MASTER'S

EARN
GREES

—

persons

presented

Among

Memphis; and John W. Davis, Memphis.

DE100

the

master's

calaureate -. commencement

degrees at the summer bacMiss

Mae

Ruth

Aug. 25, were these six
from
West Tennessee.
From left are Clifford Mi.
ner, Jackson; William Vas-

at

William,

Tennessee

University

Add

on

State

Su nday,

Slashed
Prices

sar, Somerville;' Mrs. Lucille D. M. Scott, Memphis;
Lewis J. Wiley, Somerville„

plus Top Value Stamps

I

Goodloe's Music School
Gives Annual Recitals
The Goodloe School of Music Mr.
presented

its

for

recital

annual

piano,

summer

organ

and

voice students on Sunday, August 25, at the St. Paul Baptist
Church

at

1144

E.

Goodloe

KROGER FRESH

Whole Fryers

tribute

paid

'U.S. CHOICE TEN DERAY Center
Cuts
B.49'
THRIFTY BRAND

to

Mrs. Elmertha Cole, his former

teacher, and

music
Adria

Madame

Brunati, operatic

donna, teacher

prima
•••.44••••-,
t•

of artists, and

McLemorei formerly

of Milan, Italy. She
st., with Rev. S. H. Herring as is also a
member of Italy's
host pastor.
National Association of Opera
The recital was well-attended Singers.
by music lovers of both races

Madame Brunati was invited

AIRMAN LEON Catron, ne- AIRMAN RUFUS L Terrell,
of Mrs. Minnie Winfrey son of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
of 4352 Luther rd., Memphis, Terrell of 3186 Alta rd., MemSpecial
Mrs. on the program.
guests
were
has completed basic training phis, has completed basic trainBelblon Goodloe, soprano soloBeautiful pink corsages werei at Lackland AFB, Texas, and ing and is now assigned to
ist and graduate of Hampton , pinned on both music teachers
Is now at Sheppard AFB, Tex- Lowry AFB, Colo., for schoolInstitute, and her accompanist, by Mrs. Annie Jean Goodloe.
as for schooling as an aircraft ing as an aircraft weapons
Lester Snell, a
graduate
of
The Goodloe School of Music maintenance specialist. He is system
specialist. He is a
Arkansas
A&M.
College with Samuel Goodloe as teach1966 graduate of Barrett's graduate of Mitchell High
Both are majors in music.
is located at 1(419 E. McLemore Chapel High School at Arling- School and attended LeMoyne
At the close of the recital, er.
ton, Tenn.
College.

from

throughout

the

city

of to

Memphis.

the

voice

recital

students

to

audition

who

the

LB.28c

phew

Chuck Roast
Sliced Bacon

LB. 591-

QUARTER SLICED

•

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF

appeared

Pork Loin

LB.69c

BANQUET FROZEN

Meat Pot Pies

each

When you buy Kroger Tenderay brand
Beef, the quality is always guaranteed.
N o sprays or chemicals are ever added
to Tenderay. It is tendered NATURALLY
to taste best.

15'
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Congratulations

EXTRA
Nos
Top Value
Stamps

MU.

wee

with this coupon and

Evelyn Calhoun

Address 3402 Beieo Road
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS AT
743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FORA TFNDERAY SIRLOIN

$5.00 additional purchaselvATOP

(WHITE HAVEN STORE ONLY)
Tradewind
Scott
Frozen Breaded

VALUE
SIAM PS

TOILET TISSUE

21,000 Sheet Rolls
11c
reg. 2 for 27c
• Martha White

Gee-Gee

CORN MEAL MIX

POPCORN
c 2 lb. Bag

Self-rising

25

c 5 lb. Bag
2 LIMIT
reg, 43c for 5 lb. Bag
BREMNER CHOCOLATE JUMBO

BEEF SHOULDER
CLOD
ROAST
CHUCK
BONELESS CENTER CUT

WITH COUPON

hfrI er
Ole

HAMBURGER OR

•

REDEMPTION
(ENTERS

r

R
SUGAR

are conveniently

eme.
sue

51b.lt

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products.
Good thru Tues, Sept. :3 Limit One.

""k

10 rut — 5 p m.
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY 11
CLOSED_ MONDAYS

GIANT SIZE

Super Suds

located at

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PLAZA

0,9er

29c

COFFEE

rviEtE

Top Value Stamps

Limit 2

PIES
LAMB PATTIES
SMOKED SAUSAGE
PORK LOIN ENDS & CENTERS MIXED 59C LB.
PIG FEET TAILS OR
HOG MAULS
16 OZ. PKG.

•

U.S. CHOICE HEAVY

12

reg. 23C

excluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk products
Good thru Tues. Sept. 3 Limit One_

PKG.39C

GOLD MEDAL
5—LB. BAG 59c
Flour.
JUICY SWEET
k
c c
Tokay Grapes
LB. 19
GOOD QUALITY
Red Potatoes 20—LB. BAG99C
Plain Of Self Rising

REG. 40c LB.
LIMIT 2

• RONUS COUPON

OA.'
11
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FRED . MONTESI

l.,

-

Maxwell House, Chase & Sandborn, Finger's, or
1 LB. CAN 15c
Maryland CLUB
OR
1 LB. CAN 54
Fred Mutes'

k
t

1

Congratulations
Mrs. Rosa Robinson

4,:lress 1238 Engl•wood

With coupon and $5.00 oddltional purchase, excluding
volue of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products end
tobacco also excluded In compliance with stets len).
Coupon oxplres Wednes-darf September 11, 1908.
ONE
coupon per family per week.

FRED

01\11E51

JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS
AT 743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND
YOU A GIFT CERTIFICATE
GOOD FOR 1,500 TOP VALUE
STAMPS'
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CALLED UN-AMERICAN

Convention Security Is Denounced

-

Whites Taught Lesson
Blacks Already knew

Tha actions of police during against the excessive use of, of a false and un-American con well as order, and who are con- ecutive director, NAACP; Miss
the Democratic National Con- force by police.
cept of law and order.
cerned about the good name of Joan Brown, Coordinator, Womvention were condemned by
community to disassociate an Mobilized For Change;
our
provocation
organizations also urged' "There has been
major private civil rights and The
themselves from a syste in Rabbi Robert J. Marx,
other Chicago leaders, par- of police by protesters and some
which represses dissent and to executive director, Union of Now . . both Black Ameri- Across the entire nation, and when "wrongs" becomes
related organizations in a joint
ticularly religious heads to pro- of them obviously do not share
work
with us for a truly free American Hebrew Congrega- ca and White America . . . can Black Americans have been rights."
statement. in which they detest the conduct of police during our commitment to non-violent and
the victims of "absolute contions; the Rev. Don Benedict, tell it "Like it Is!"
city."
open
nounced the police behavior as
Black
week-long convention methods of social change.
trol" for more years than they Black delegates and
executive
director,
Community
"a false and un-American con- the
happened
What
here
last
observers have been subTV
Members
action
joint
of
the
activities.
remember.
for
excuse
care
to
"Still there is no
Renewal society; Monroe B. week . . police treatment of
cept of law and order.
ject to this type of treatment
The text of the statement, policemen yelling "kill, kW"; board issuing the statement Sullivan, executive director,
peace marchers in the nation's Here on the convention floor, for so long that his inborn reinclude
Edwin
C.
Berry,
exThe statement, containing follows:
no excuse for viciousness and
Chicago Conference on Religion second largest city . . . is White America felt the frus- sentment and contempt of the
16 signatures, pointed out the "Chicago has been disgraced excessive force against unre- ecutive director, Chicago Urban
and Race
nothing new to Black Ameri- tration snd helplessness of men in blue, becomes wide,"validity" of complaints of before the nation by the thug- sisting arrestees. When these League; Jay Miller, executive
And Kale Williams, executive cans. Black America has sui- those who feli they were denied standa ble
director,
liberAmerican
Civil
police brutality in black com- like behavior of our police and things happen, the police cease
director, American
Friends feted slavery, repression, de- their day in court.
munities and called for Mayor security forces in attacking being a professional peace ties Union; John A. McDermott, Service committee;
It is shameful that the specMaurice nial of humen rights, for 350
executive
director,
Catholic
Richard J. Daley and Gov. young people, newsmen and force and become a band of
of head whipping had to
tacle
Americans
Klinger,
Black
been
have
executive director, Years.
Interracial Council of Chicago;
Samuel Shapiro to speak out even delegates in the interest vigilantes.
occur.
"Day
their
Court"
defiled
American
in
And
Jewish
America
Black
when
Congress;
Dr. Edgar H. S. Chandler, ex"Moreover, police brutality ecutive v i c e-pres., Church the Rev. Robert Christ, Pres- rebelled with the only wea- for 350 years . . . 1619 to pre- But it points up the wrongs
, only plays into the hands of Federation of Greater Chicago. bytery of Chicago; John L. Mc- pons at his command, he was sent.'
of a system that is out-dated
Knight, Mid-West director, U.S. marked for slaughter.
those who have lost all faith is
and out-moded.
delegates
the
White
conto
Alsp Edward McClellan, ex- °omission on Civil Rights.
The lesson the television
our institutions and who are
anguish
in
out
vention
cried
cameras
The day of "bossism" in poll.
taught our nation
seeking conflict rather than
because they lost . . . perhaps tics is over.
cannot
be
ignored.
constructive change.
The action of the men swore for four years . . . positions
"These incidents also uneerThe day of "repressive" acto
uphold law and order could they thought were justified.
line the validity of many of the
not be hidden under the cloak Black delegates from both tion by the few over the many
complants repeated year after
the South and the North re- has ended!
of civil rights.
The ne
0 of administraJohnson indicated the frustra- I year by the civil rights force
member they became citizens
The "life" of the "Old
of our city that police brutality
Under the naked, pitiless more than 100 years ago, but Guard" in both political parties
Ors ant :aucators in
egru1 tion of black parents who feel
glare of telefoto lens, the brit- were still fighting the Civil
powerless to control the com- is not just an occasional thing,
is numbered!
schools to either "be black orl munity system a
tle illusion of justice became War in many states of the
n d urged not just an aberration by mis- The body of
James
A
Cat.
graduate
of
Melrose
High
a
by
told
think black" was
It is a bitter lesson which
a mockery, in the hands of South:
,
educators to encourage parents guided individuals. but a much
America and the world has
Detroit public school admin- toward direct participation in too common and widespread B. Westbrook, the 134th mili- School, Capt. Westbrook en- the wrong people.
tary man from Shelby County tered the U. S. Army as a
White delegates and white learned.
istrator.
controlling their children's edu- practice in the ghetto.
corn- Here in Chicago, a system TV viewers observed the "po- And it aires thought and
"These incidents have given to be killed in Vietnam, will second lieutenant after co
Addressing some 200 Evans- cation.
be flown from the West Coast pleting the Reserve Officer of what "absolute control" lice brutality" of some men, meaning to the justness of the
ton high school educators dur- Teachers who do not live in"the media and the white com- with his brother as
when emotions supplant reason, Social Revolution of Black
a military Training Course and graduat- can do, was exposed.
munity a glimpse of what we
ing a three-day institute on the ghetto }el go there to
escort.'
ing from Howard University.
teach have been talking about."
America.
relations,
Arthur L. where urged to find meaningful
human
He
Law and order is one thing!
recently
completed
five
The
statement
further
calls
Private First Class Joseph
Johnson. deputy superintendent ways to assist in the ghetto
Law and order with JUSfor protection," not only of Westbrook, W, who is station- years in the service.
for School-Community relations struggle.
TICE . . is another.
newsmen, but of the rights of ed at Fort Lewis, Wash., will Vietnam was his third overin Detroit stated that "thinking
Then . . . there is the
seas
assignment.
Capt.
ordinary
WestJohnson
citizens
both black and be on the plane bringing his
suggesded they musti
black means recognizing the
PEACE which comes with
learn to idendfy with those white, rich and poor."
brother's body home, their brook was in Korea for 13
humanity of blacks''.
JUSTICE.
months, and in Germany for
values and goals which, are The need for impartial parents said on Monday.
Johnson counted "thinking
How many unjust laws have
a
year,
before
returning
part of black consciousness. grievance machinery in Chicago The 26-year-old career offifor
black" among the major ways
He emphasized that educators to "provide redress to protect cer was killed during a battle a six-month assignment at By DONALD B. THACKREY
He said the evidence showed been passed in this country . ..
educators can correct whe he
... to keep
•
must demand honest textbooks basic constitutional rights and near Saigon on Sunday, Aug. Fort Campbell, Ky., before
both Frey and Heanes were North and South
termed the "systematic rac- that
"in his place?"
Man
Black
the
Calif.
(UPI)
OAKLAND,
—
going
to
Vietnam.
give a complete picture of to supprt decent, professional, 25, according to information
shot with the same gun and
of today's education.
The young officer had been —The prosecutor Tuesday said that neither of them fired Why don't decent Americans
the American and African black police can no longer be denied, given his nearest of kin.
admit their guilt and do someThe Detroit educator cited so that students can be provid- the statement asserted. He was the husband of Mrs. in Vietnam for 13 months, the recorded words of a slain the shots.
about them?
thing
policeman
"gave
Oakland
the
and
was
scheduled to
methods used in education to ed a strong foundation of racial The organizations urged Vice Sylvia Westbrook and the son
lie" to Black Panther founder "A third person fired that What will it avail the power
deprive blacks of "what it takes, pride
president Hubert Humphrey to of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph West- home in October.
revolver," Jensen said.
structure of this nation, if they
to go irough the doors of op-1 Other speakers in the institute "dissociate himself publicly brook III, all of 1711 Glen- At the time of his death, Huey P. Newton's testimony
blindly follow the road of color
Newton
has
said
that
he
did
murder
he
his
trial.
at
was
serving with an arportunity, such as d enial of included Henry L. Simmons, from this kind of "1 a w and view. His father is a supernot shoot either officer, but persecution to it's inevitable
certification of teachers Civil War and Negro historian order" and this way of conduct- vsior of secondary education mored cavalry unit attached to Assistant Dist, Atty. Lowell
was himself shot through the end.
in black schools, lack of blacks. and professor at Chicago State ing his party's business."
Jensen said there was a for- abdomen
for the Memphis City School the 25th Infantry Division.
by Frey.
Thoughtful leaders of our nain administration and laxity in college and Dr. Wade Wilson, "Finally", the statement con- System, and his mother a Only scant details were con- gotten man in every murder
providing new schools for black president of Cheyney State col- cluded, "we call upon all Chi- social studies teacher at Car- tained in the telegram from trial "and the forgotten man The trial raised racial ten- tion . . . the good Men and
the Department of - Defense.
sions to a high point and was the good women . . must
students.
here is John Frey."
cagoans who value freedom as ver High SchooL
lege. Pa.
His other survivors are two
ay- conducted with the strictest come to the fore.
young sons, Stuart Randolph He said the unique feature security measures, including
Westbrook and James B. West- of this trial is the police radio the searching of everyone who They will be white. They will
be black. They will come from
brook, Jr.; and two sisters, tape from the time of the fatal entered the courtroom.
Mrs. Jolene Sawyer, a student shooting.
It went into its eighth week all ethnic and religious groups.
They will come from every
at Philander Smith College
in "You have heard John Frey. Tuesday after more than 60
Little Rock, and Miss Jay You have heard his words witnesses testified and more section of the country.
Diane Westbrook, a steward- moments before his death. He than 100 exhibits were brought The little men, who are scatess with Pan-Americao Air- gave the lie to Huey Newton," to court The case was ex- tering the seeds of hate, will
lines, based in Miami.
3ensen told the jury of seven pected to go to the jury Thurs- be forced into the background.
Funeral arrangements are women and five men during, day.
This is as it should be.
incomplete, pending arrival of his final argument.
the body, but services will
be Newton, 26, is charged with
held at Emmanuel Episcopal the fatal shooting of Frey, 23,
Church where he was a
mem- and the wounding of Oakland
ber.
patrolman Herbert Heanes, 25,
T. H. Hayes and Sons
after Frey stopped the car
Funeral Home will be in
charge of Newton was defying just bearrangements.
fore dawn last Oct. 28.
"Heanes is alive. He testified. Yob& had a reaction to
his testimony," Jensen said.
"You didn't hear people
come here and malign Heanes1
because he's alive and can
defend himself."
Jensen referred to testimony
by defense
witnesses that
Eastman Kodak Company Frey was prejudiced
against
has announced the availability black
people and harrassed
of an all-new photo informa- them.
tion book, "Better Movies in The prosecutor
said the reMinutes," directed to begin- production of Frey's
voice on
ning movie-makers and those the police
radio tape was "the
who mistakenly think 'they unvarnished
absolute truth."I
"just
can't
handle
movie He said the tape contradicted
cameras."
Newton's testimony that Frey
The new guide to better mov- recognized
him and had seen
ie-making describes techniques his
driver's license.
in handling super 8 and reguFrey referred on the tape
lar 8mm cameras and includes to
the driver of the car as
suggestions about making mov"Lavaine Williams," Newton's
ies indoors, preparing simple g'
I friend and owner of the
titles, editing and projecting.
9tomobile.
The 40-page booklet (AD-4)
contains more than 70 illustra- The prosecutor then went
tions, most of them in color. into the physical evidence in
"Better Movies in Minutes" the case and told the jury
is available at dealers of Kodak "circumstantial evidence has
products at a suggested list no bias or intent. It has no
problem, of recall."
price of 75 cents.
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Dead Cop's Voice Is

Heard In Newton Trial
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Gin on the rocks?

Book Tells How
One, Can Make
Better Movies

Evening Star
Rock Of Ages
Announces Plans ,Baptist Women
For Women's, Day
Planning Program
The Rock of Ages Baptist

college Isfor people who
want to go places
,

...and so is Greyhound. One smart way to
go places is by Greyhound. It's a moneysaver and a time-saver. It's quick! It's easy!
It's convenient...and you can depend on it.
Another smart way to go places, is by college! It Al quick. It isn't easy! But you
can't get very far without it. Join the backto-college movement, by .Fireyhound.

Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound. For example:
ONE WAY

1065
Louis, Mo.
s 17 so
Chicago, Ill
24's
Detroit, Mich,
Cleveland, Ohio.. 26°5
$2410
Toledo, Ohio
16 es
$
Cincinnati, 0

St.

ONE WAY

Milv.c.ukee, Wisc. .
Losisville, Ky. ...$134°
Nashville, Tenn... 760
.14kkson, Miss.. ...1 7 1 °
Pine Bluff, Ark... .$ 5
Greenville, Miss. .. 600

GREYHOUND 203 Union Avenue - Phone: 525-5731

GO GREYHOUND

...anti leave the driving to us
!J.

Make it perfect.

Church at 192 Kirk ave., will The women of Evening Star
celebrate a El nual Women's Baptist Church at 1051 MissisDay on Sunday. Sept. 15, with sippi blvd , will celebrate anwomen in charge of all serv- nual Women's Day on Sunday,
ices of the day.
Sept. 8
The morning message will The morning sermon will be
be given by Mrs. Ethel Wat- delivered by the pastor, Rev.
son, a member of Rock of B. Henderson, and the guest
Ages. At the 3 p.m. program, speeker for the 3 p.m. program
the guest speaker will be Mrs. will be Mrs. H. H. Culpepper,
Betty Mims, a member of Mt. a member of the Progressive
Nebo Baptist Church. The pub- Baptist Church.
lic is invited
Mrs. Daisy Hsrris is chairMrs. L. Darnell and Mrs. man of Women's Day, Mrs.
M. Konfmas are co-chairmen Katie Williams, co-chairman,
of Women's Day.
and Mrs. E. L. Jackson proRev. W. T. Grafton is pastor gram chairman.
of the church.
The public is invited.
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DON
M I T CHELL
Co-Star,
"Ironside" Thursdays, On The
NBC Television Network.

NICHELLE NICHOLS is Featured On "Star Trek" Fridays,
On The NBC Television Network.

Otis Young co-stars as Jemat
David, a former stave turned
bounty hunter in the post-Civil
War West, in ABC-TV's new
series,
adventure
hour-long
The Outcasts. The Outcasts
will premiere-rn the- Fall and
be seen Mondays, 8-10 p.m.,
EDT.

Clarence Willianis III co-stars
in ABC-Tv's new series, The
Mod Squad, in color, debuting
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 6:30-8 p.m.
CDT.

H. WESTBROOKS,
LOGAN
10018 S. St. Lawrence, was
elected executive secretary of
the Chicago Chapter of the National Association of Television
and Radio Announcers this
week for a two-year term. The
national association is composed of more thak 500 disk jockeyes, radio annahncers„record
promotion men, promoters of
managers,
shows,
personal
record manufacturers, theatrical agencies, publishing corn-.
panics and radio station staff
and managers. The Chicago
chapter, which includes all of
Northern Illinois, has about 50
members. In his new position.
Westbrooks will co-ordinate all
activities of the Chicago chapter.
Along with regular administrative duties. Westbrooks will
also make personal contact

with the chapter membersidp
and launch new programs!.
Westbrooks is a territory representative for Capital Records
Distributing Corp. in Chicago,
where he has been employed
for eleven months. Prior to
assuming lgs present position,
he was witfi the Radio Corporation of America in sales training. He was a merchandising
salesman with Johnson PubHshing Co., from Dec. 1961 to
March 1962. Westhrooks, a
business administration major,
attended Lincoln University in
Jefferson City, Mo. and LeMoyne College in Memphis,
Tenn. Westbrooks is active in I
many professional and civic'
organizations. He is a member
of the Chicago Junior Assoc'sties of Commerce and Industry.

Bette Davis (left) stars as Charlotte, an aging and demented ex-Southern belle and ONvia de Havillstnd (right)
stars as her cousin Miriam, in "Hush .. . Hush, Sweet
Charlotte." a nightmarish drama of madness and revenge,
on the ABC Sunday Night Movie, Sunday, Sept. 1, 8-10:30
p.m., WBKB-TV Channel 7.

Personalities Featured On Fall TV

Law enforcement lines up on ABC-TV this September as
The FBI, The Felony Squad, N.Y.P.D. and The Mod
Squad join ranks to promote justice and to encourage
law abidance within the United States.

Phyllisviper stars as guest bosses, on ABC-TV's THE
HOLLYWOOD PALACE, Siiturday, Sept. 7, (8:30 - 9:3*
p.m., CDT). Phyllis, replete with her usual zany antics,
will be joined by a group of equally talented guest stars.
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THE NAT BURING PACKING CO.

U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of

Made in the

Quality all the way for
Sandwiches,
Snacks, Salads

12 Delicious Varieties
From Which to Choose

KING COTTON
LUNCHEON MEATS

MSS •MI II IN•
•II•II II II•••II

That's the brand you
want whether you cook
indoors or outdoors

Tempting
Nutritious
Tender

FRANKFURTERS

KING
cat TON

The Outdoor Season
And
KING COTTON MEATS
Go Hand In' Hand

nights, 85.00 and Saturday and
now on sale for "Sweet Chari- son — or call 274-1122.
Mail Orders are accepted Sunday Matinees, 83.90. Evety," which runs until Sept.
and "West Side Story,'" Sept. and ticket prices are: Sunday ning curtains are at 8 p.m.,
10-Sept. 29, at the Front St.1 thru Thursday evening, $4.50i Matinees, 2:00 p.m
and Saturday 1
Theatre Box Office, 1819 Madid . . . Friday

ZINA BETHUNE — Shown 'SWEET CHARITY' starring Charity' will only he here a
above is one of the many corn- Zino Bethune, Larry Vickers few more days so get your
ical scenes from Front Street and Betsy Dickerson. `Sweet tickets.
hit
musical
big
Theater's

Ti

p cro'

TI
BIBLE

DAISY

Theatre Wing
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available within our own city.
WILLIAM HAIRSTON, novelmusician, playwright and
ctor has joined the Humphrey
3,
before his aggressors and ac- c mpaign staff as Audio News
By EARL CALLOWAY
GOODMAN OPENS RAVENIA's cusers. He makes us realize Editor and Correspondent.
THEATRE FESTIVAL WITH that the carnal nature of man
. JOHN W. (ROSEmust be dealt with or his selDRAMATIC FRESHNESS
MUSIL, well-known auMARY)
fishness will create unpleasant
AND VIGOR
thority on children's theatre
situations.
It's
social
funny
Members of Goodman Theain the United States and a
tre rollicked in the romantic that Molier's play is id keep- long-time Elmhurst resident,
humor of Moliere's "Misan- ing with the social generation will receive an Honorary Docthrope" with a dramatic fresh- of this age.
tor of Letters degree from
ness and vigor that possessed Who performed best? This Elmhurst College at the
finesse and style, when they question is difficult to answer school's Opening Convocation,
opened Ravinia's Theatre Fes- because director Reich fashion- Wednesday, Sept. 12 at 9 a.m.
tival in Highland Park, The ed his cast into a homogeneous "THE BEST OF SECOND
Goodman production is direct- group of actors who were able CITY" opening at Ravinia will
ed by John Reich, artistic di- to lose themselves and become bring selections from the reperrector of Goodman Theatre. a definite part of the total ac- tory of the Old Town satirists,
for one week beginning Sept.
Principal characters featur- tion.
ed were Stephen Joyce, Bar- Goodm an's production is a 4 through Sept. 8 under the dibara Baxley, Gale Sondergaard good example of the rich talent rection of Sheldon Patinkin.
and Piper Scott. Howard Witt,
Maurice Copeland, Byrne Plyen, Haskell Gordon, William
NOW SNOWING!
Wise, John Towery and Richard Paul appeared in supporting roles.
THE GREATEST STORY OF ALL TIME .
I Although Moliere was in a
state of depression, du., to the
with.one of
banning of "Tartuffe" and
most
the
"Don Juan," his waning health
and conflicts in his personal
celebrated
life, he produced one of the
casts of
most brilliant comedies during the period.
all time!
, Since comedy involves those
materialistic elements of life
which affect the life from outside circumstances, the author
was able to view society
through different angels and
penned his concepts, eventualh -1 he
ly forming them into a comprehensive rip-roaring satire.
He points the finger of scorn
through "Alceste's egotistical
attitude" as performed by
Joyce in a most effective manner. He also envisions Philinte and Eliante, the founda.44
tions of his new order of human beings, played by Witt
AVA GARDNER GEORGE CSCOTT PETER mow.
and Miss Scott, respectively.
MICHAEL PARKS STEPHEN BOYD RICHARD HARRIS
He cuts beneath the veneer of
man's robe of pretense and
strips him of his phony perADM. THIS PICTURE ONLY: ADULTS $1.01 CHILD .50e
sonality and leaves him naked

One of the biggest musical, who help make the famous
hits of the 1960's, SWEET'"Big Spender" number a slow,
CHARTIY, is now playing at insinuating song of enticement,
Front St. Theatre,
and they also help her drive in
Zina Bethune, star of the tele- two other song-hits of the snow,
vision series, "The Nurses," "There's Gotta Be Something
stars in the title role of a waif- Better Than This," and "Baby
like dance-hall hostess tireless- Dream Your Dream."
ly searching for a good man- Others in the large cast will
any good man - who will take include Walt Hunter as Vittoher out of her tawdry ballroom, rio Vidal, a movie star and
and put her in a kitchen.
Leo Postrel as Herman, the
Neil Simon, the outstanding proprietor of the dance-hall
popular author of such hits as where the girls don't dance so
"Barefoot In The Park" and much as they defned themand "The Odd Couple," wrote selves, Keith Perry will por-the book; Cy Coleman pro- tray Daddy Brubeck, the beatvided the percussive tunes nik leader of the "Rhythm of
while Dorothy Field* supplied Life" ritual
Kathleen
and
the lyrics.
of
Devine will act the role
Oscar Moore will be opposite the sultry Ursula.
Miss Bethune As Oscar, the "Sweet Charity" is being
shy swain who comes close to directed and choreographed by
effecting her transfer to a Michael and Nancy Mann. Its
kitchen, but can't bring him- snake-pit of a dance hall, and
self to do it. Betsy Dickerson other backgrounds are being
and Jan McElhaney will be designed by Milton Duke, who
her
tough-tender
dance-hall has also designed the show's
chums, Nickie and Helene, gaudy costumes. Tickets are
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GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

all its brilliance

. for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in

in Natural Color...
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' N w that you
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves

Al Poritins
3 00 P.M. to 700 P.M.

7:00 P.M. to 1240 A .M
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"JWA" STARS — Diabann Carroll portrays Julia
Bauer, a pretty young widow who is employed as a
registered nurse in the clinic of a large Los Angeles
industrial firm. Lloyd Noland is her employer, cran-

ky but understanding Dr.
Mortals Cbegley. "Julia"
debuts as a contemporary
comedy series in NBC-TV
on Tuesday, Sept. 17, at
8:30 P.M. EDT. The show
was created and is prodnced by Hal Ranter.

Music for several episodes will be created and conducted by Elmer Bernstein. Hal Kanter supervises all
scripts.

Julia's private life, outside the clinic, is complicated by the fact that she is a widow with an extremely active young son, Corey Baker (Marc C.-0page), a
perceptive lad who is most active in the area if pushing Mommy into the paths of prospective new Daddies.
His red headed, freckled-faced pal is Earl J. Waggedorn (Michael Link) who lives in the apartment downstairs. Earl's ;mother, Marie, is portrayed in a continuing role by pretty New York actress Betty Beaird.
Seventeen-year-old Alison Mills portrays Carol Deering, a mother's helper for Julia and Michael Wajacs
is her boy friend, Homer Lang. They will have recurring roles in the series.

will be frequently starring as crotchety Dr. Morton
Chegley, is in charge of the office. Lurene Tuttle, in
a continuing featured role, plays Hannah Yarby, head
nurse to whom nurse Julia reports.

registered nurse, Julia Baker, who works in the health
office of an industrial corporation. Lloyd Nolan, who

In the contemporary dramatic comedy series, Miss
Carroll will be seen as a comedy and quite competent

and Michael Link,
who may very well do for small boys ;That Shirley
Temple did for smell girls 35 years ago.

"Julia," General Foods' newest entry in the tele'Ind will be a discussion of two
differing views of the Negro in vision field, blazes a number of new and exciting trails
"Black Letters," a televised and Educational Theater, NYU
America. The books are "The when it debuts on Tuesday,
series dealing with the litera- School of Education.
September 17.
of Black Folk," by W.E.
Souls
ture of the Negro in America
B. Dubois, and "Up From
produced by New York UniThe series will delve into te Slavery," by Booker T. WashIt marks the debut of singer-actress Diahann
versity in cooperation with rich literary heritage of Black
ington. Other writers to be
WCBS-TV, will be shown on America, including
history, discussed include LeRoi Carroll in a series of her own; it marks the return to
Saturday from 7 to 7:30 A.M. poetry, novels and short stories.
Jones, Malcolm X, Langston
beginning Sept. 7, on Channel Professor Brown, a specialist in
Hughes and Lorraine Hans- television of its creator-producer, Hal Kanter, one
2.
the social and psychological berry. Specific programs will
of the most gifted comedy writers in all television, and
Taking part in the discussion factors relating to education, de a 1 with "Black Anger,"
is
black,
while
Miceli,
a
writer
will be Dr. Roscoe C. Brown Jr.
"Black Poets,' "Short Stories," of Lloyd Nolan, a widely-known actor of long-standprofessor of education, and as well as a teacher, is white. "The Black Playwright" and
Frank Miceli, of the Division The opening program is en- " Black
Outside ing stature; and it marks the introduction of two
Literature
of English Education, Speech titled "The Fork in the Road" America."
six-year-old boys, Mftrc Copage

Diahann Carroll Blazes Trail In 'Julia'
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